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X-ray intensity and d-spacing measurements were 
performed upon samples in the system Li2o-sio2 • Samples 
ranged from 0.0 to 28.0 mole percent lithia and were fired 
for 72 hours at temperatures from 920°C to 1400°C. Atomic 
absorption analyses were made upon the fired samples. 
Non-equilibrium conditions were prevalent and 
results are inclusive. Quartz is the stable phase in the 
high·~silica field at temperatures below 1050°C with 
cristobalite stable above that. The quartz - cristo-
halite transformation occurs at 950°C with the cristo-
halite transforming into tridymite at 1010°C. 
There was wide scattering of data at 1000°C and 
below. There was no correlation between d or intensity 
values with composition. At higher temperatures, there 
is a definite relationship. First order least squares 
calculated lines were fitted to all points with 
high correlation coefficients. An IBM-360 computer 
was utilized to compute all data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Three forms of silicon dioxide, apparently stable 
as pure Sio2 at atmospheric pressure, were recognized and 
extensively studied prior to 1900. Quartz, recognized 
as a common rock forming mineral from ancient times, 
1 
constitutes approximately 20% of the crust of the earth. 
Tridymite, with much lower density and an obviously unique 
structure was found in small amounts, described, and 
named by vom Rath in 1868 1 • The mineral, taken from lava 
material at Cerro San Cristobal, Mexico, contained several 
percent impurities, primarily alkali oxides and alumina. 
On re-examination of the same materials in 1884, vom Rath2 
identified a second new form of Sio2 , which he named 
cristobalite, and which also contained appreciable impurities 
in the form of alkali oxides and alumina. 
oisplacive, high-low phase transformations in the 
three silica forms were observed during the late 1800's, 
during which time the crystallography and geologic relation-
ships of the minerals were essentially established. Merian3 
observed a-6 inversions in tridymite in 1884, Le Chatelier4 
in quartz in 1889, and Mallard5 in cristobalite in 1890. 
The structures of the three minerals were determined 
soon after development of x-ray methods of structural 
analysis. The essential structural parameters of a-quartz 
were first determined independently by Bragg and Gibbs 7 
in 1925 and by Bragg8 in 1925, and 
subsequently refined by Brill, Hermann, and Peters9 , 10 and 
by Smith and Alexander11 • The structure of beta-quartz 
was also studied independently by Wyckoff12 in 1925 and by 
Gibbs13 in 1926, but little effort has been made to refine 
the structure. The essential structure of tridymite was 
determined by Gibbs14 in 1927, but precise parameters 
have not been obtained as yet and relationships among the 
high-low forms have not been satisfactorily determined. 
2 
The structure of cubic high cristobalite was determined by 
Wyckoff15 in 1925 and of tetragonal iow cristobalite by 
Barth16 in 1932 and Nieuwenkamp17 in 1935. 
Details of the structures are summarized by Wyckoff18 
and by Frondal6 • For the purposes of this work it 
need be said only that the three for.ms of silica can be · 
1 d 1 b t t . t f . 19 h h re ate on y y a recons rue 1ve rans ormat1on , t oug 
all are framework structures, with sio4 tetrahedra linked 
by shared oxygen atoms. Tridymite and cristobalite have 
been characterized as polytypes of a basic structure, with 
tridymite having a hexagonal ABABAB ••• stacking sequence 
of tetrahedral layers and cristobalite having a cubic 
20 ABCABCABC ••• stacking sequence of tetrahedral layers • 
A consequence of the similarity of tetrahedral layers is 
that tridymite and cristobalite must have similar free 
energies at all temperatures and that solid solution in the 
structures can alter the relative stabilities even though 
the extent of solution be very small. 
The first effort to define the thermal relationships 
among quartz, tridymite, and cristobalite was reported in 
1913 by c. N. Fenner21 in a detailed paper which has come 
to be regarded as a classic. Fenner found that pure 
quartz, when heated in air transforms to cristobalite at 
temperatures somewhat above 1000°C but that the trans-
formation is very slow, dependent on particle size, and 
shows no tendency to reverse. Other forms of silica, 
e.g. silicic acid and silica gel, crystallize directly to 
cristobalite above approximately 900°C. In order to form 
tridymite, Fenner found it necessary to heat silica in 
the presence of a "flux", in particular a Na 2wo4 melt. 
He assumed, though not without some reservation, that the 
tungstate melt acted as an intermediate solvent; cristo-
balite and quartz are evidently more soluble in the melt 
3 
than is tridymite and consequently tridymite is precipitated 
at the expense of the other forms. No analyses of Na2o solid 
solution in the crystalline phases were made; it was assumed 
that solid solution is negligible and the the tungstate 
liquid acts merely as a medium for crystallization. 
Fenner concluded that quartz is stable below 870°C, 
that tridymite is stable between 870°C and 1470°C, and 
that cristobalite is stable between 1470°C and the melting 
point, approx~ately 1710°C. Subsequently, nearly all 
investigators have placed phase boundaries at 870°C and 
1470°C, delineating the tridymite stability range, and have 
4 
indicated no solid solubility ranges for the three forms 
of silica even though the phases actually observed may not 
have been as shown. Occurrences of any of the three 
phases outside the stability fields indicated by Fenner 
are generally attributed to formation of "metastable 
solid solutions". 
The first to provide an alternate interpretation of 
tridymite formation only in the presence of an additional 
component was Florke20 , whose work was subsequently 
summarized in English by Eitel22 ' 23 • Based on numerous 
reported observations of occurrences of the phases of 
silica and on theoretical considerations, Florke concluded 
that only quartz and cristobalite are stable in the system 
Sio2 , with an irreversible transformation of quartz to 
cristobalite at approximately 1050°C and that tridymite 
is a binary compound of Sio2 , with the second oxide present 
in solid solution. The solid solution is considered to 
be essential for stabilization of the tridymite structure. 
Since publication of Florkes work, investigators 
have tended to separate into two groups: those who accept 
the original Fenner interpretation and those who accept 
the Florke interpretation. Among the former are R. Roy 
and D. M. Roy24 , Rockett25 and w. R. Foster25 , 26 , 27 , and 
28 th 1 t 1 ' t 29 • 30 N d Rase • Among e a ter are Ho quJ.s , egas an 
Sorre1131 , and P. K. Foster32 • 
As indicated by the exchanges of reports and dis-
cussions between Holmquist30 and Foster26 and between 
31 27 Negas and Sorrell and Foster , the experimental 
results reported to date can generally be interpreted 
in accordance with either school of thought, depending 
on the investigators particular viewpoint. To date, no 
phase equilibria have been satisfactorily determined for 
the high-silica field of any binary silicate system. 
5 
Regardless of which interpretation is correct in predicting 
the thermodynamically stable phase at a given temperature 
in a given system, it is obvious that further investi-
gation is needed, if not to solve the question of thermo-
dynamic stability, at least to provide a systematic basis 
for prediction of the phase, stable or metastable, to be 
encountered. This work is an attempt at a beginning of 
formulation of such a systematic basis. 
The system Li2o-sio2 was chosen for study for 
several reasons: 1) the eutectic temperature between Sio2 
and Li2si2o5 is at 1028°C, within the controversial 
stability field of tridymite, thus providing an opport-
unity to study tridymite formation at subsolidus tempera-
tures as well as at subliquidus temperatures, 2) the vapor 
pressure of Li2o is considerably lower than that of the 
other alkale oxides, thus minimizing the problem of loss 
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Figure 1. The System Li2o - sio2 determined 
by Kracek 33 • 
6 
Lil+ ion is such that it could be stable in interstitial 
sites in all three forms of silica. 
The binary system Li2o-sio2 was first studied in 
detail by Kracek33 ' 34 , who investigated the region 
between 46 and 100% Sio2 and between 1024° and 1622°c, 
using differential thermal analysis and optical methods 
1 
for identification of crystalline phases. In all cases 
Kracek used lithium silicate glasses as starting materials 
and eliminated loss of Li2o by sealing samples in 
platinum containers. The phase diagram (Figure 1) indi-
cates two silicates, Li2sio3 and Li2si2o 5 , with a eutectic 
between the latter and silica at 1028°C and 82.2% sio2 • 
In accordance with the work of Fenner21 , the quartz-tridy-
mite phase boundary is placed at 867°C and the tridymite-
cristobalite phase boundary is placed at 1470°C. It is 
evident from the original work, however, that the high 
silica portion of the system--95-100% sio2-- was not 
investigated and that the phases shown on the diagram 
are not those actually observed at all temperatures 
between 1024° and 1622°C. 
Holmquist29 , though not completing a detailed 
phase equilibria study of the system, reported detailed 
results of some studies in the high silica portion of the 
system. At a composition of 97.4% Sio2 , he found that, 
with increasing temperature, the following sequence of 
reactions occurs: 
89~°C lOOS°C Quartz ~ Cristobalite ~ 
0 
Tridyrnite 10~8 C Tridymite + Liquid 
The samples were fired in air and were not analyzed 
for Li2o content at completion of the experiment. Based 
on this and similar observations, Holmquist proposed 
two "tentative" phase diagrams (Figure 2) illustrating 
the probable equilibria relationships in binary oxide 
systems in which the eutectics between Sio 2 and the 
adjacent silicate are above and below 870°C. The 
"'tentative" phase diagrams have not been widely accepted 
as probable, though Kinser and Hench35 have since 
published a similar diagram of the system Li2o-sio2 
(Figure 3). 
The high-silica portion of the Li2o-sio2 system 
has been investigated at temperatures between 920°C 
and l400°C, using lithium carbonate and silicic acid 
as starting materials, with firing in open platinum 
crucibles, followed by atomic absorption analyses of 
final lithia contents and x-ray analyses of phase 
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10 
1.0 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
A. Samples 
* Reagent grade lithium carbonate , Li2co 3 (40.44% 
Li2o), and silicic acid+, approximately a 4sio4 (82.16% 
sio2 by analysis), were used in formulation of experi-
mental samples. Reported impurity levels of the reagent 
materials are given in Appendix 1. Fifty-four compo-
si tions (Table 1) were prepared in 50 gm;;· batches, with 
each component· weighed to the nearest 0.001 gm., and 
mixed for two weeks in glass bottles in ball mill jars. 
After mixing, each sample was heated at 500°C for ten 
minutes to remove water from the silicic acid. 
B. Heating and Quenching Experiments 
Two gram samples were fired in open platinum cru-
cibles in air in a muffle furnace at fixed temperatures 
(Table II) for 24, 48, and 72 hours. Samples were fired 
in three groups of 18; each crucible was cooled at an 
estimated rate of 300°C per second by placing it into a 
pan of water without allowing water to come into contact 
11 
with the sample. The observed variation of furnace tem-
perature at the thermocouple bead was ±5°C but appreciable 
temperature gradients were probably present over the 18 
crucible array. The overall temperature variation is 
therefore estimated at ±15°c. 
* Fisher Scientific Company Lot No. 785396 

















































C. X-Ray Analysis 
All samples were analyzed by powder diffractometry, 
using CuKa radiation at 50 kv and 15 rna, with a scanning 
rate of 2° per minute. On completion of all firing, 
approximately half the samples were selected for more 
detailed x-ray analysis. a-Al 2o 3 was added to each 
sample in the ratio of one part Al2o3 to every three 
parts sample to provide an internal standard for measure-
ment of precise 26 and intensity values. Each sample 
was scanned at 0.2° 26 per minute, using a chart speed 
of 24 inches per hour, so that each 26 value was mea-
surable to the nearest 0.01°. X-ray powder data for 
t 36 . t b l't 37 d t 'd 't 38 a-quar z , a-cr~s o a ~ e , an a- r1 ym1 e , are 
given in Tables III, IV, and V. The structures are 
described in Frondal6 • Table VI summarizes the x-ray 
powder lines of a-Al2o339 and the three forms of silica 
used for measurement of interplanar spacings. Measure-
ment of intensities was made by cutting the maxima from 
14 
diffractometer tracings and weighing. Table VII summarizes 
the powder lines used for measurement of intensities. The 
a-Al2o 3 (104) line was used for comparison of intensities. 
D. Analytical Treatment of X-Ray Data 
Computer programs were written to calculate: 1) inter-
planar spacings from measured 26 values, 2) a complete 
statistical analysis of the interplanar spacings plus a 
first order le•st squares analysis and the intersections 
of the straight line segments, 3) percentages of phases from 
15 
TABLE III 
ALPHA QUARTZ X-RAY DATA 
(hk1) d I/I0 
100 4.26 35 
101 3.343 100 
110 2.458 12 
102 2.282 12 
111 2.237 6 
200 2.128 9 
201 1.980 6 
112 1.817 17 
003 1.801 1 
202 1.672 7 
103 1.659 3 
210 1.608 1 
211 1.541 15 
113 1.453 3 
300 1.418 1 
212 1.382 7 
203 1.375 11 
301 1.372 9 
1'04 1.288 3 
302 1.256 4 
220 1.228 2 
213 1.1997 5 
221 1.1973 2 
114 1.1838 4 
310 1.1802 4 
311 1.1530 2 
204 1.1408 1 
303 1.1144 1 
312 1.0816 4 
400 1.0636 1 
105 1.0477 2 
16 
TABLE IV 
CRISTOBALITE X-RAY DATA 
(hk1) d I/I0 
101 4.05 100 
110 3.53 3 
111 3.135 ll 
-102 2.841 12 
200 2.485 19 
112 2.465 5 
201 2.340 l 
211 2.118 4 
202 2.019 3 
113 1.929 5 
212 1.870 6 
220 1.757 l 
004 1.730 l 
203 1.690 3 
104 1.634 1 
301 1.612 4 
213 1.600 2 
310 1.571 l 
222 1.567 l 
311 1.533 3 
302 1.494 4 
312 1.431 3 
204 1.419 2 
223 1.398 2 
320 1.379 l 
214 1.365 2 
321 1.352 2 
303 1.346 l 
lOS 1.333 3 
313 1.290 3 
322 1.281 3 
17 
TABLE V 



























INTERPLANAR SPACING DIAGNOSTIC LINES 
CORUNDUM (A1 2o3 ) 
(hk1) d I/I0 29 
012 3.479 75 25.604 
104 2.552 90 35.164 
113 2.085 100 43.398 
QUARTZ 
100 4.26 35 20.85 
101 3.343 100 26.664 
110 2.485 12 36.555 
102 2.282 12 39.487 
CRISTOBALITE 
101 4.05 100 21.95 
111 3.135 11 28.469 
102 2.841 12 31.489 
200 2.485 19 36.145 
TRIDYMITE 
4.30 100 20.66 
4.08 80 21.78 
3.81 80 23.35 
3.25 20 27.44 
2.96 40 30.19 
2.47 60 36.37 
19 
TABLE VII 
INTENSITY DIAGNOSTIC LINES 
QUARTZ 
(hk1) d I/I0 29 
100 4.26 35 20.85 
101 3.343 100 26.664 
CRISTOBALITE 
101 4.05 100 21.95 
102 2.841 12 31.489 
TRIDYMITE 
3.81 80 23.35 
20 
measured intensities, 4) a statistical treatment of volume 
percent data similar to that done in (2) plus the compo-
sitional value where the phase percentage equals zero. The 
programs are listed in Appendix 2. In all cases, compo-
sitions determined on fired samples by atomic absorption 
measurement were used in the calculations. 
E. Atomic Absorption Analyses 
Because of loss of Li2o by vaporization and mass 
transfer of Li2o among the samples being fired simultaneously, 
it was necessary to determine Li2o content of each sample 
after 72 hours of firing. A quantity of each sample, between 
0.1 and 0.005 gram, was weighed in a clean polyethylene 
bottle of known weight. Four milliliters of reagent 52% 
* hydrofluoric acid was used to dissolve the sample according 
to the reaction: 
Li20 + Sio2 + 2LiF + 3H 20 + SiF4 t 
The SiF4 was lost by evaporation; 0.4 ml. of reagent 70% 
nitric acid+ was added to accelerate evaporation of excess 
hydrofluoric acid. The bottle was placed into a sand bath 
and heated gently until the sample was dry. The residual 
LiF was then converted to an aqueous solution of LiN0 3 by 
addition of a known quantity of nitric acid. A known quantity 
* Fisher Scientific Company 
+Fisher Scientific Company 
Lot No. Bl44 
Lot No. 792012 
of deionized water was then added to the solution to 
dilute it to the working range of the spectrometer 
(0.1-8.0 ppm). Seven standards, containing 0.000, 0.481, 
0.964, 2.002, 4.002, 5.953, and 8.143 ppm Lil+ were used 
for comparison with the unknown samples. The estimated 
error for lithium detection by the spectrometer was 




III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. 920°C. 
All samples essentially consisted of a-quartz with 
small quantities of cristobalite (Fig. 4). The data suggest 
a tendency to greater cristobalite content at very low 
Li 2o levels but the trend cannot be verified statistically. 
Quartz (101) interplanar spacings (Fig. 5), plotted as 
functions of composition, exhibit excessive scatter: though 
there appears to be a decrease with increasing Li 2o content, 
meaningful statistical determination is not possible. 
A similar scatter is observed for the cristobalite (101) 
interplanar spacing. (Fig. 6). Data for the 920°C. series 
are listed in Tables VIII, IX, and X. Li2si2o5 is present 
in measurable amounts in samples with Li2o content greater 
than 0.46%. Samples with initially low Li2o content were 
observed to gain Li2o by vapor transport during the firing 
period (Table X). There was no significant change of phase 
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920°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3.81 
0.085 100.00 
0.107 100.00 
0.205 96.98 3.02 
0.276 79.39 20.61 
0.460 97.08 2.92 
0.517 82.61 17.39 
0.521 83.44 16.56 
0.863 95.22 4.78 
0.880 93.78 6.22 
1.160 97.31 2.69 
1.284 98.83 1.17 




2.746 96.76 3.24 
2.887 97.51 2.49 
2.973 97.99 2.01 
3.029 100.00 
3.289 98.07 1.93 
3.574 95.83 4.17 
4.044 96.49 3.51 
4.121 100.00 
4.230 96.24 3.76 
4.533 97.57 2.43 




5.549 99.31 0.69 
27 
TABLE VIII cont. 
920°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3.81 
5.668 100.00 
6.737 99.33 0.67 
6.998 99.22 0.78 
7.009 97.61 2.39 
7.270 92.47 7.53 
7.886 98.08 1.92 
8.536 95.74 4.26 
9.161 100.00 
11.540 100.00 
13.236 96.17 3.83 
14.383 98.57 1.43 
15.361 98.62 1.38 





920°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <R> 
(Mole % Lithia) (100) (101) (110) (102) 
0.085 3. 3432 
0.107 3.3422 
0.205 4.2592 3.3440 2.2820 
0.276 4.2586 3.3425 2. 2816 
0.460 4.2687 3.3454 2.2813 
0.517 4.2644 3.3465 2.2813 
0.521 4.2632 3.3449 2.2830 
0.863 4.2661 3.3459 2.2813 
0.880 4.2646 3.3461 2.2823 
1.160 4.2653 3.3474 2.2815 
1.284 4.2657 3.3455 2.4589 2.2818 
1.653 4.2695 3.3478 2.2820 
1.952 4.2734 3.3465 2.4579 2.2814 
2.284 4.2614 3.3475 2.4594 2.2827 
2.557 4.2661 3.3472 2.4605 2.2825 
2.746 4.2657 3.3452 2.2822 
2.887 4.2640 3.3455 2.2828 
2.973 4.2657 3.3479 2.2825 
3.029 4.2660 3.3460 2.4593 2.2827 
3.289 4.2635 3.3457 2.2836 
3.574 4.2634 3.3448 2.2832 
4.044 ·4.2638 3.3443 2.2826 
4.121 4.2579 3.3446 2.4589 2.2830 
4.230 4.2606 3.3462 2.2831 
4.533 4.2596 3.3437 2.2826 
4.572 4.2647 3.3455 2.2832 
4.783 4.2639 3.3469 2.4579 2.2825 
4.908 4.2698 3.3481 2.4582 2. 2823 
5.373 4.2648 3.3461 2.4587 2.2822 
5.549 4.2663 3.3459 2.4583 2.2835 
29 
TABLE IXa cont. 
920°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Cornp. d hk1 <R> (Mole % Lithia) (100) ( 101) (110) (102) 
5.668 4.2600 3.3462 2.4592 2.2828 
6.737 4.2645 3.3456 2.4593 2.2831 
6.998 4.2636 3.3473 2. 4 59 7 2.2830 
7.009 4.2636 3.3461 2.4588 2.2835 
7.270 4.2605 3.3443 2.2826 
7. 886 4.2605 3.3449 2.2829 
8.536 4.2636 3.3473 2.2825 
9.161 4.2620 3.3436 2.4584 2.2838 
11.540 4.2620 3. 34 54 2. 28 31 
13.236 4.2620 3.3446 2.2822 
14. 383 4.2610 3.3437 2.2847 
15.361 4.2650 3.3455 2.2849 
21.021 4.2632 3.3442 2.4600 2.2800 
24.603 4.2572 3.3425 2.4599 2.2857 
28.831 4.2584 3.3440 2.4604 2.2860 
TABLE IXb 
920°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 



















































d hkl <R> 





TABLE IXb cont. 
920°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 



























d hk1 <i> 




920°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 







0.300 0.276 0.024 7.881 
0.400 0.460 
-0.060 14.977 
0.800 0.518 0.282 35.294 
0.500 0.521 
-0.021 4.295 
1.000 0.864 0.136 13.636 
1.200 0.881 0.319 26.607 
0~600 1.161 
-0.561 93.439 









3.000 2.747 0.253 8.425 
3.200 2.888 0.312 9.758 
3.400 2.974 0.426 12.515 
2.800 3.030 
-0.230 8.218 
3.800 3.290 0.510 13.419 
3.600 3.575 0.025 0.684 
4.00 4.046 
-0.046 1.151 





4.600 4.574 0.026 0.560 
5.400 4 0 785 0.615 11.384 
5.200 4.910 0.290 5.573 
6.800 5.375 1.425 20.958 
5.000 5.552 
-0.552 11.033 
5.800 5.670 0.130 2.240 
33 
TABLE X cont. 
920°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
6.000 6.739 -0.739 12.325 
8.000 7.000 1.000 12.494 
7.000 7.012 -0.012 0.174 
9.000 7.273 1.727 19.190 
8.600 7.889 o·. 111 8.269 
9.600 8.540 1.060 11.046 
10.000 9.165 0.835 8.350 
12.000 11.544 0.456 3.797 
16.000 13.241 2.759 17.244 
20.000 14.389 5.611 28.055 
14.000 15.367 -1.367 9.765 
22.000 21.029 0.971 4.412 
24.000 24.612 -0.612 2.551 
28.000 28.842 -0.842 3.007 
34 
III B. 
Data for samples fired at 940°C. for 72 hours are 
presented in Figures 7 to 9 and Tables XI to XIV. As at 
920°C., the data exhibit excessive scatter but a tendency 
toward greater amounts of cristobalite with low Li2o content 
is observed. The quartz (101) interplanar spacing shows 
a definite increase to about 2% Li2o; (101) spacings of 
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940°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia} (101) (102) 3.81 
0.193 17.95 82.05 
0.201. 34.19 65.81 
0.322 16.92 83.08 
0.359 18.77 81.23 
0.443 16.41 83.59 
0.622 50.37 49.63 
0.966 52.00 48.00 
1.003 26.54 73.46 
1.280 86.26 13.74 
1.413 95.96 4.04 
1.614 83.31 16.69 
1.842 98.31 1.69 
2.194 99.29 0.71 
2.423 97.89 2.11 
2.461 100.00 
2.843 100.00 
2.948 75.10 24.90 
3.187 100.00 
3.530 89.71 10.29 
3.536 74.69 25.31 
4.106 51.79 48.21 
4.266 60.40 39.60 
4.269 81.31 18.69 
4.399 98.19 1.81 
4.470 99.43 0.57 
4.571 83.47 16.53 
4.801 63.27 36.73 
4.881 97.43 2.57 
4.965 58.03 41.97 
5.267 98.63 1.37 
39 
TABLE XI cont. 
940°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Cornp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) ( 101) (102) 3.81 





6.526 96.99 3.01 
6.867 98.28 1.72 
7.146 96.47 3.53 
7.533 97.53 2.47 
7.564 82.08 17.92 
8.617 80.51 19.49 
9.036 94.82 5.18 
9.275 89.85 10.15 
10.414 98.49 1.51 
12.361 94.30 5.70 
12.974 93.16 6.84 
16.711 64.89 35.11 
18.324 98.30 1.70 
19.244 98.51 1.49 
22.073 100.00 
22.472 87.60 12.40 
27.967 100.00 
29.635 98.47 1.53 
40 
TABLE XIIa 
940°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (~) 
(Mole % Lithia) (100) (101) (110) (102) 
0.193 3.3354 2.2808 
0.201 3.3407 2.2788 
0.322 3.3353 2.2831 
0.359 3.3383 2. 2812 
0.443 3.3374 2.2813 
0.622 4.2499 3.3384 
0.966 4.2557 3.3414 2.2803 
1.003 4.2518 3.3415 2.2808 
1.280 4.2614 3.3451 2.2829 
1.413 4.2618 3.3448 2.2813 
1.614 4.2664 3.3452 2.2820 
1.842 4.2678 3.3477 2.2818 
2.194 4.2665 3.3457 2.2808 
2.423 4.2648 3.3454 2.2832 
2.461 4.2608 3.3444 2.4594 2.2822 
2.843 4.2666 3.3466 2.4590 2.2820 
2.948 4.2632 3.3439 2.2820 
3.187 4.2713 3.3482 2.4592 2.2825 
3.530 4.2610 3.3458 2.2836 
3.536 4.2588 3.3432 2.2819 
4.106 4.2556 3.3407 2.2827 
4.266 4.2584 3.3419 2.2824 
4.269 4.2614 3.3450 2.2831 
4.399 4.2693 3.3476 2.2824 
4.470 4.2659 3.3465 2.4587 2.2825 
4.571 4.2577 3.3434 2.2826 
4.801 4.2606 3.3430 2.2823 
4.881 4.2662 3.3446 2.2821 
4.965 4.2575 3.3431 2.2832 
5.267 4.2707 3.3490 2.2832 
41 
TABLE XIIa cont. 
940°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. d hkl <S~> (Mole % Lithia) ( 100) ( 101) {110) (102) 
5.467 4.2678 3.3459 2.2826 
5.794 4.2674 3.3467 2.4595 2.2832 
6.232 4.2714 3.3476 2.4585 2.2826 
6.319 4.2670 3.3466 2.4596 2. 28 3 3 
6.409 4.2532 3.3417 2.4598 2.2833 
6.526 4.2677 3.3469 2.2826 
6.867 4.2617 3. 3457 2.2825 
7.146 4.2595 3.3462 2.2841 
7.533 4.2653 3.3470 2.2812 
7.564 4.2609 3.3456 2.2827 
8.617 4.2616 3.3454 2.2828 
9.036 4.2604 3.3455 2.2825 
9.275 4.2609 3.3462 2.2828 
10.414 4.2572 3.3443 2.2825 
12.361 4.2775 3.3504 2.2829 
12.974 4.2615 3.3461 2.2838 
16.711 4.2612 3.3441 2.2873 
18.324 4.2600 3.3432 2.2851 
19.244 4.2687 3.3465 2.2866 
22.073 4.2659 3.3452 2.4586 2.2855 
22.472 4.2607 3.3457 2.2864 
27.967 4.2614 3.3451 2.4602 2.2885 
29.635 4.2632 3.3443 2.4603 2.2874 
42 
TABLE XIIb 
940°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <R) 
(Mole % Lithia) ( 101) ( 111) (102) (200) 
0.193 3.1372 2.8470 
0.201 3.1387 2.8494 
0.322 3.1365 2.8467 
0.359 3.1380 2.8475 
0.443 3.1387 2.8482 
0.622 4.0466 3.1375 2.8471 
0.966 4.0481 3.1356 2.8472 
1.003 4.0484 3. 138 6 2.8480 
1.280 4.0497 3.0359 2.8481 
1.413 4.0507 






2.948 4.0477 3.1400 2.8475 
3.187 
3.530 4.0487 
3.536 4.0500 3.1388 2.8470 
4.106 4.0492 3.1379 2.8464 
4.266 4.0476 3.1361 2.8488 
4.269 4.0518 3.1394 2.8487 
4. 399 4.0548 
4.470 
4.571 4.0465 3.1392 2.8454 
4.801 4.0511 3.1417 2.8464 
4.881 4.0510 
4.965 4.0487 3.1381 2.8472 
5.267 4.0600 
TABLE XIIb cont. 
940°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. 






























d hkl c.R> 
(111) (102) 
4.0519 3.1397 2.8459 














940°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (R) 










940°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
0 (mole %. Li20) . (A) 










940°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 





0.400 0.359 0.041 10.153 























3.000 2.948 0.052 1.723 
2.600 3.187 -0.58 7 22.570 
3.200 3.530 
-0.330 10.317 
3.400 3.536 -0.136 4.001 
3.600 4.106 -0.506 14.061 
4.000 4.266 -0.266 6.662 
3.800 4.269 -0.469 12.340 
4.800 4.399 0.401 8.358 
5.400 4.470 0.930 17.214 
4.400 4.571 -0.171 3.894 
4.200 4.801 -0.601 14.310 
5.200 4.881 0.319 6.128 
4.600 4.965 -0.365 7.943 
5.800 5.267 0.533 9.194 
s.ooo 5.467 -0.467 9.350 
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TABLE XIV cont. 
940°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Camp. Final Camp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia} (gram} Change 
5.600 5.794 -0.194 3.471 
6.400 6.232 0.168 2.627 
6.200 6.319 -0.119 1.923 
6.000 6.409 -0.409 6.816 
6.600 6.526 0.074 1.124 
6.800 6.867 -0.067 0.982 
7.600 7.146 0.454 5.969 
8.000 7.533 . 0. 467 5.838 
7.000 7.564 -0.564 8.063 
9.000 8.617 0. 383 4.251 
8.600 9.036 -0.436 5.069 
9.600 9.275 0.325 3.390 
10.000 10.414 -0.414 4.143 
14.000 12.361 1.639 11.710 
12.000 12.974 -0.974 8.115 
16.000 16.711 -0.711 4.445 
18.000 18.324 -0.324 1.803 
20.000 19.244 0.756 3.779 
24.000 22.073 1.927 8.028 
22.000 22.472 -0.472 2.148 
26.000 27.967 -1.967 7.564 
28.000 29.635 -1.635 5.840 
III C. 960°C. 
Data for samples fired at 960°C. for 72 hours are 
shown in Figures 10 to 12 and Tables XV to XVII. The 
general trends observed at 940°C~ are also seen at 960°C. 
The scatter is particularly extreme between 3% and 8% 
Li2o and there is no measurable correlation between 
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960°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristoba1ite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3.81 
0.169 21.60 78.39 
0.175 19.55 80.45 
0.300 12.48 87.52 
0.479 11.49 88.51 
0.496 8.13 91.87 
0.617 7.86 92.14 
0.645 8.49 91.51 
1.059 5.87 94.13 
1.181 5.79 94.21 
1.886 3.94 96.06 
2.825 12.75 87.25 
3.095 33.68 66.32 
3.112 4.37 95.63 
3.460 10.28 89.72 
3.682 11.29 88.71 
4.272 42.51 57.49 
4.676 6.41 93.59 
5.145 2.48 97.62 
5.147 17.78 82.22 
5.202 6.33 93.67 
5.619 14.54 85.46 
5.691 59.19 40.81 
5.777 3.71 96.29 
5.800 50.70 49.30 
6.344 4.80 95.20 
6.565 82.44 17.56 
6.860 23.97 76.03 
7.204 28.95 71.05 
8.201 9.34 90.66 
8.352 8.01 91.99 
53 
TABLE XV cont. 
960°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Camp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3.81 
8.692 5.76 94.24 
12.790 2.78 97.22 





960°C QUARI'Z INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <R> 
(Mole % Lithia) (100) (101) (110) (102) 
0.169 4.2546 3 .. 3382 
0.175 3.3381 
0.300 3.3360 
0.479 4.2604 3.3379 
0.496 3.3374 
0.617 3.3368 




2.825 4.2594 3.3414 
3.095 4.2589 3.3417 
3.112 4.2541 3.3375 
3.460 3.3384 
3.682 4.2432 3.3382 
4.272 4.2549 3.3426 2.2826 
4.676 3.3358 
5.145 3.3321 
5.147 4.2572 3.3402 
5.505 4.2593 3.3405 
5.619 4.2577 3.3413 
5.691 4.2610 3.3435 2.2816 
5.777 4.2568 3.3358 
5.800 4.2604 3.3424 2.2848 
6.344 3.3362 
6.565 4.2627 3.3442 2.2826 
6.860 4.2540 3.3397 
7.204 4.2610 3.3436 2.2821 
8.201 4.2440 3.3372 
8.352 4.2602 3.3306 
TABLE XVIa cont. 
960°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. 






a hkl <R> 






960°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 































d hkl (.~) 
( 101) (111) (102) 
4.0523 3.1383 2.8480 
3.1369 2.8485 
3.1380 2.8479 
4.0548 3.1386 2.8467 
3.1383 2.8489 
3.1369 2.8484 




4.0528 3.1377 2.8456 
4.0516 3.1369 2.8463 


















































TABLE XVIb cont. 
960°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl cR> 
(Mole % Lithia) ( 101) ( 111) (102) (200) 
8.692 4.0479 3.1453 2.8503 
12.790 4.0462 3.1390 2.8512 2.4846 
17.916 4.0455 3.1368 2.8470 
22.490 4.0455 3.1395 2.8476 2.4856 
23.912 4.0466 3.1392 2.8475 2.4862 
Final Comp. 
























































TABLE XVIc cont. 
960°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 








960°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram} Change 
0.100 0.169 
-0.069 69.174 
0.200 0.175 0.025 12.265 
0.300 0.300 0.000 0.153 
0.400 0.479 
-0.079 19.681 
0.500 0.496 0.004 0.739 
0.600 0.617 
-0.017 2.772 
0.800 0.645 0.155 19.431 
1.000 1.059 -0.059 5.936 
1.400 1.181 0.219 15.642 
2.000 1.886 0.114 5.694 
3.000 2.825 0.175 5.829 
3.200 3.095 0.105 3.283 
2.800 3.112 -0.312 11.159 
3.400 3.460 -0.060 1.766 
3.600 3.682 -0.082 2.269 
3.800 4.272 -0.472 12.432 
4.000 4.676 -0.676 16.907 
5.000 5.145 -0.145 2.894 
5.800 5.147 0.653 11.263 
5.600 5.202 0.398 7.112 
6.400 5.619 0.781 12.196 
6.600 5.691 0.909 13.766 
6.000 5.777 0.223 3.714 
6.200 5.800 0.400 6.449 
7.000 6.344 0.656 9.367 
6.800 6.565 0.235 3.450 
7.600 6.860 0.740 9.738 
8.000 7.204 0.796 9.946 
9.000 8.201 0.799 8.878 
8.600 8.352 0.248 2. 888 







TABLE XVII cont. 
960°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 













III D. 980°C 
Data for samples fired at 980°C are shown in Figures 
13 to 15 and Tables XVIII to XXI. Cristobalite is the 
dominant phase over the compositional range; a tendency 
toward greater quartz formation at very low Li 2o contents 
is evident. There is no observable correlation between 
interplanar spacings and composition. Scatter in the 
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980°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3.81 
0.092 77.06 22.94 
0.096 26.53 73.47 
0.174 13.74 86.26 
0.238 7.51 92.49 
0.406 8.34 91.66 
0.514 7.78 92.22 
0.540 5.71 94.29 
0.653 6.32 93.68 
1.115 4.73 95.27 
1.923 3.09 96.91 
3.530 2.89 97.11 
4.194 100.00 
4.397 9.89 90.11 
4.869 5.76 94.24 
5.095 100.00 
5.334 7.99 92.01 
5.578 3.50 96.50 
5.835 6.82 93.18 
6.379 6.22 93.78 
8.955 2.29 97.71 
10.605 4.59 95.41 
12.224 4.73 95.27 
18.496 4.60 95.40 
23.573 100.00 
24.100 37.85 62.15 
24.838 61.14 38.86 
25.175 100.00 
Phase Plane N 
Quartz (101) 5 
Cristobalite (102) 5 
TABLE XIX 
980°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. 
(mole % Li20) (volume %) Corre. 
0.092-0.406 -143. 55.4389 0.6347 
162 
0.092-0.406 143. 44.5611 0.6347 
162 8 
Line Intersection 





980°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl c~b 
(Mole % Lithia) (100) ( 101) (110) (102) 
0.092 4.2587 3.3429 2.2814 







1.115 4.2495 3.3349 
1.923 4.2432 3.3339 
3.530 4.2428 3.3332 
4.194 
4.397 4.2506 3.3389 
4.869 4.2546 3.3370 
5.095 
5.334 4.2558 3.3371 
5.578 4.2570 3.3329 
5.835 4.2506 3.3348 
6.379 4.2497 3.3349 
8.955 4.2547 3.3321 2.2939 
10.605 3.3354 
12.224 4.2578 3.3334 
18.496 4.2572 3.3369 
23.573 
24.100 4.2552 3.3410 2.2920 




980°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. d hkl <i> {Mole % Lithia) {101) ( 111) (102) ( 200) 
0.092 4.0583 3.1411 2.8550 
0.096 3.1415 2.8501 
0.174 3.1381 2.8488 
o. 238 3.1377 2.8478 
0.406 3.1366 2.8480 
0.514 3.1383 2.8491 
0.540 3.1363 2.8466 
0.653 3.1372 2.8475 
1.115 4.0449 3.1358 2.8468 
1.923 4.0454 3.1368 2.8469 
3.530 4.0452 3.1359 2.8473 
4.194 4.0484 3.1367 2.8475 2.4840 
4. 397 4.0499 3.1384 2.8481 
4.869 4.0520 3.1388 2.8481 
5.095 4.0478 3.1370 2.8460 
5.334 4.0482 3.1373 2.8459 
5.578 4.0439 3.1349 2.8473 
5.835 4.0464 3.1387 2.8486 
6.379 4.0433 3.1369 2.8478 
8.955 4.0449 3.1358 2.8463 
10.605 4.0472 3.1393 2.8483 
12.224 4.0487 3.1384 2.8487 
18.496 4.0504 3.1389 2.8488 
23.573 4.0460 3.1356 2.8488 
24.100 4.0452 3.1377 2.8510 
24.838 4.0503 3.1385 2.8530 
25.175 4.0432 3.1410 2.8497 2.4858 
TABLE XXc 
980°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 





































980°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.050 0.092 -0.042 83.064 
0.100 0.096 0.004 3.829 
0.200 0.174 0.026 12.853 
0.300 0.238 0.026 20.772 
0.400 0.406 -0.006 1.576 
0.500 0.514 -0.014 2.706 
0.600 0.540 0.060 9.953 
0.800 0.653 0.147 18.338 
1.000 1.115 -0.115 11.461 
2.000 1.923 0.077 3.851 
3.000 3.530 -0.530 17.675 
4.000 4.194 -0.194 4.860 
4.800 4.397 0.403 8.388 
5.400 4.869 0.531 9.828 
4.600 5.095 -0.495 10.765 
5.200 5.334 -0.134 2.576 
5.800 5.578 0.222 3.833 
5.600 5.835 -0.235 4.199 
6.000 6.379 -0.379 6.315 
9.000 8.966 0.045 0.502 
10.000 10.605 -0.605 6.054 
12.000 12.224 -0.224 1. 869 
20.000 18.496 1.504 7.521 
22.000 23.573 -1.573 7.150 
24.000 24.100 -0.100 0.415 
26.000 24.8 38 1.162 4.471 
28.000 25.175 2.825 10.088 
III E. 
Data for samples fired at 980°C. are shown in Figures 
16 to 18 and Tables XXII to XXV. The results are similar 
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1000°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristoba1ite 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (102} 
0.086 39.~6 60.34 
0.120 11.08 88.92 
0.162 6.26 93.74 
0.240 5.12 94.88 
0.309 4.72 95.28 
0.426 3.63 96.36 
0.536 3.51 96.49 
0.734 2.78 97.22 
1.100 2.23 97.77 
1.922 2.34 97.66 
3.167 1.34 98.66 
4.456 1.45 98.55 
4.575 100.00 
5.362 4.16 95.84 
5.862 3.13 96.87 
6.026 3.60 96.40 















1000°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li2o (volume %) Corre. mole % Li2o Vol. % 
Quartz (101) 3 0.086-0.162 -426.914 71.3685 0.9002 
0.156 4.9805 
6 0.240-1.100 -3.2679 5.4887 0.9400 
0.759 3.0076 
4 1. 922-4.575 -0.6228 3.4804 0.8046 
4.550 0.3 
2 4.575-5.362 5.2858 -24.1825 
5.362 4.16 
4 5.862-7.016 -2.3572 17.4240 0.8507 
Cristobalite (102) 3 0.086-0.162 426.9135 28.6315 0.9002 
0.156 95.0195 
6 0.240-1.100 3.2679 94.5113 0.9400 
0.759 96.9924 
4 1. 922-4.575 0.6228 96.5196 0.8046 
4.550 99.7 
2 4.575-5.362 -5.2858 124.1825 
5.362 95.84 





1000°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. d hkl (~) 
(Mole % Lithia) (100) (101) (110) (102) 













5.362 4.2751 3.3329 




l000°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl db (Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.086 3.1386 2.8498 
0.120 3.1361 2.8479 
0.162 3.1365 2.8456 
0.240 3.1375 2.8476 
0.309 3.1356 2.8476 
0.426 3.1375 2.8458 
0.536 3.1370 2.8476 
0.734 3.1370 2.8476 
1.100 3.1364 2.8466 
1.922 4.0501 3.1365 2.8476 
3.167 3.1352 2.8453 
4.456 3.1352 2.8461 
4.575 3.1364 2.8444 
5.362 4.0464 3.1367 2.8467 
5.862 4.0496 3.1365 2.8473 
6.026 3.1360 2.8460 
7.016 4.0509 3.1377 2.8474 2.4846 
9.343 4.0495 3.1362 2.8466 2.4846 
12.250 4.0479 3.1367 2.8456 2.4846 
12.305 4.0486 3.1372 2.8479 2.4845 
16.201 4.0475 3.1374 2.8464 2.4853 
18.676 4.0455 3.1373 2.8474 2.4847 
19.618 4.0494 3.1376 2.8482 2.4850 
21.920 4.0492 3.1382 2.8467 2.4849 
23.008 4.0441 3.1392 2.8468 2.4846 
23.466 4.0497 3.1382 2.8481 2.4853 
TABLE XXIVc 
1000°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (~) 











3.167 3.8061 3.2359 2.9634 
4.456 3.2317 








TABLE XXIVc cont. 
1000°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 





















1000°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage (Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.050 0.086 -0.036 72.017 
0.100 0.120 -0.020 20.174 
0.200 0.162 0.038 19.214 
0.300 0.240 0.060 20.147 
0.400 0.309 0.091 22.701 
0.600 0.426 0.174 29.076 
0.500 0.536 -0.036 7.286 
0.800 0.734 0.066 8.218 
1.000 1.100 -0.100 9.970 
2.000 1.922 0.078 3.915 
3.000 3.167 -0.167 5.566 
4.000 4.456 -0.456 11.410 
5.000 4.575 0.425 8.496 
6.600 5.362 1.238 18.754 
6.400 5.862 0.538 8.412 
6.000 6.026 -0.026 0.439 
7.000 6.841 0.159 2.269 
8.000 7.016 0.984 12.304 
10.000 9.343 0.657 6.569 
12.000 12.250 -0.250 2.082 
14.000 12.305 1.695 12.110 
16.000 16.201 -0.201 1.259 
18.000 18.676 -0.676 3. 7 57 
20.000 19.618 0.382 1.908 
22.000 21.920 0.080 0.363 
26.000 23.008 2.992 11.509 
24.000 23.466 0.534 2.223 
83 
Data for samples fired at 1050°C for 72 hours are 
shown in Figures 19 to 21 and in Tables XXVI to XXX. 
Unlike samples fired at lower temperatures, tridymite is 
present as a prominent phase. There is a definite corre-
lation between phase content and composition, with cristo-
halite dominant below 1% Li2o, with tridymite the only 
phase above 3.5% Li2o, and with both phases present in the 
intermediate range. Quartz was present in small amounts 
only below 0.5% Li2o and decreased with time. Cristo-
halite (111) interplanar spacings appear to decrease to 
about 0.25% Li2o, to remain constant from 0.25% to 
1.0% Li2o, then increase with increasing Li2o. Though 
data scatter is appreciable, it is possible to discern 
that the tridymite 4.30 R spacing increases uniformly 
to about 6% Li2o; the decrease shown in Figure 21 above 
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1050°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 












































































Phase Plane N 
Quartz ( 101) 8 
Cristoba1ite (102) 8 
8 
Tridymite 3.81 8 
8 
TABLE XXVII 
1050°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. (mole % Li2o (volume %) Corre. 
0.014-0.768 -14.8499 10.2987 0.5186 
0.014-0.768 -2.4358 90.1284 0.0961 
1.035-3.507 -34.4389 122.3059 0.9751 
0.014-0.768 17.2857 -0.4271 0.7902 
1.035-3.507 34.4389 -22.3059 0.9751 
Line Intersection 
mole % Li20 Vol. % 
l. 005 87.6793 




1050°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 























1050°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (~) 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.014 4.0632 3.1421 2.8519 2.4916 
0.062 3.1393 2.8476 
0.070 3.1396 2.8501 
0.125 3.1365 2.8467 
0.213 3.1366 2.8469 
0.325 4.0455 3.1356 2.8470 
0.391 3.1351 2.8474 
0.768 3.1365 2.8458 
1.035 3.1362 2.8457 
1.228 3.1359 2.8449 
2.143 3.1404 2.8464 
2.404 3.1464 2.8446 
3.082 3.1526 2.8441 
3.280 3.1532 2.8484 




1050°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (~b 





0.213 3.8117 3.2366 
0.325 
0.391 3.8205 3.2335 
0.768 4.2999 3.8166 3.2388 2.9629 
1. 035 4.3052 3.8155 3.2412 2.9590 
1.228 4.3045 3.8148 3.2411 2.9625 
2.143 4.3083 3.8176 3.2465 2.9622 
2.404 4.3043 3.8171 3.2470 2.9638 
3.082 4.3192 3.8170 3.2495 2.9654 
3.280 4.3158 3. 8188 3.2481 2.9658 
3.362 4.3117 3.8140 3.2480 2.9653 
3.507 4.3193 4.0960 3.8242 3.2491 2.9670 2.4930 
3.789 4.3249 4.0984 3.8258 3.2495 2.9680 2.4948 
4.008 4.3189 4.0979 3.8220 3.2497 2.9682 2.4943 
4.328 4.3228 4.1009 3.8264 3.2519 2.9667 2.4949 1.0 
...... 
TABLE XXVIIIc cont. 
1050°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Cornp. d (R) 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
4.437 4.3284 4.1057 3.8284 3.2535 2.9680 
5.402 4.3263 4.1053 3.8266 2.9708 
5.724 4.3311 4.1086 3.8260 2.9750 
5.999 4.3323 4.108 7 3.8268 3.2539 2.9731 
6.564 4.3327 4.1087 3.8264 2.9775 
7.012 4.3289 4.1064 3.8247 2.9713 
7.329 4.3263 4.1043 3.8232 2.9706 
7.468 4.3281 4.1058 3.8276 2.9698 
8.621 4.3302 4.1061 3.8258 2.9722 















1050°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Inte!cept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li 20) ( ) Corre. mole % Li2o d 
Cristobalite (111) 7 0.014-0.391 -0.0158 3.1405 0. 88 66 
0.275 3.1351 
2 0.768-1.035 0.0000 3.1375 
1. 370 3.1351 
6 1.228-3.362 0.0098 3.1223 0.9733 
(102) 7 0.014-0.391 -0.0085 2.8497 0.6158 
0.440 2.8460 
2 0. 768-1.035 -0.0004 2.8461 
2.003 2.8453 
6 1. 228-3. 362 0.0006 2.8442 0.2968 
Tridymite 4.30 17 0.768-6.564 0.0059 4.2968 0.9504 
5.767 4.3308 
5 7.012-9.218 -0.0017 4.3408 0.5069 
4.08 9 3.507-6.564 0.0044 4.0821 0.9278 
5.606 4.1066 
5 7.012-9.218 -0.0006 4.1098 0.4581 
3.81 19 0.218-6.564 0.0022 3. 8136 0.8063 
5.805 3.8265 
5 7.012-9.218 -0.0009 3.8315 0.3721 1.0 w 
TABLE XXIX (CONT.) 
1050°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept (mole % Li2o) (.~.) 
Tridymite 2.96 17 0.768-6.564 0.0026 2.9577 
5 7.012-9.218 0.0005 2.9672 
2.47 9 3.507-6.564 0.0009 2.4907 








mole % Li 2o d 






1050°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
rnitial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
o.ooo 0.014 
-0.014 
0.100 0.062 0.038 38.231 
0.050 0.070 
-0.020 40.807 
0.200 0.125 0.075 37.349 
0.300 0.213 0.087 29.071 
0.400 0.325 0.075 18.699 
0.500 0.391 0.109 21.811 
0.800 0.768 0.032 3.977 
1.000 1.035 
-0.035 3.544 
1.400 1.228 0.172 12.320 
2.400 2.143 0.257 10.711 
2.200 2.404 -0.204 9.273 
3.000 3.083 
-0.082 2.747 
3.400 3.280 0.120 3.544 
4.000 3.362 0.638 15.949 
4.600 3.507 1.093 23.768 
5.400 3.789 1.611 29.841 
4.400 4.008 0.392 8.900 
4.200 4.328 -0.128 3.045 
5.000 4.437 0.563 11.268 
6.000 5.402 0.598 9.961 
6.400 5.724 0.676 10.561 
7.000 5.999 1.001 14.306 
7.600 6.564 1.036 13.633 
8.000 7.012 0.988 12.350 
9.000 7.329 1.671 18.570 
8.600 7.468 1.132 13.164 
10.000 8.621 1.379 13.788 
9.600 9.218 0.382 3.938 
III G. 1100°C. 
Data for samples fired at ll00°C. for 72 hours 
are shown in Figures 22-24 and in Tables XXXI to XXXV. 
The results are essentially the same as for the 1050°C. 
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1100°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Camp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite (Mole % Lithia) (101) (102) 3. 81 
0.016 94 .. 79 5.21 
0.029 12.18 87.82 
0.034 11.01 82.39 6.61 
0.099 2.76 87.43 9.81 
0.150 1.13 89.i85 9.02 
0.231 86.48 13.52 
0.286 86.51 13.49 
0.549 82.67 17.33 
0.706 73.76 26.24 
0.861 72.69 27.31 
1.125 63.02 36.98 
1.132 63.07 36.93 
1.547 45.26 54.74 
1.594 40.38 59.62 
1.619 40.23 59.77 
2.086 16.90 83.10 
2.220 12.88 87.12 
2.359 19.27 80.73 
2.620 100.00 







Phase Plane N 
Quartz (101) 6 
Cristobalite (102) 7 
14 
Tridyrnite 3.81 7 
14 
TABLE XXXII 
1100°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. 
(mole % Li2o (volume %) Corre. 
0.016-0.231 -37.7453 8.0298 0.5716 
0.016-0.2-6 -8.1891 88.8842 0.2300 
0.549-2.755 -38.2618 103.4898 0.9914 
0.016-0.286 39.1837 3.5058 0.8672 
0.549-2.755 38.2618 -3.4898 0.9914 
Line Intersection 







1100°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 



















ll00°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl cR> (Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.016 4.0483 3.1390 2.8489 2.4943 
0.029 3.1360 2.8465 
0.034 3.1386 2.8483 
0.099 3.1358 2.8462 
0.150 3.1352 2.8453 
0.231 3.1349 2.8442 
0.286 3.1348 2.8454 
0.549 3.1356 2.8461 
0.706 3.1349 2.8401 
0.861 3.1361 2.8439 
1.125 3.1366 2.8450 
1.132 3.1369 2.8453 
1.547 3.1388 2.8448 
1.594 3.1389 2.8453 
1.619 3.1408 2.8458 
2.085 3.1431 2.8459 
2.220 3.1471 2.8472 




1100°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 





0.150 3.8020 3.2299 
0.231 4.2892 3.8039 3.2316 
0.286 4.2891 3.8066 3.2375 
0.549 4.2913 3.8081 3.2354 
0.706 4.3040 3.8098 3.2382 2.9648 
0.861 4.3056 3.8090 3.2394 2.9635 
1.125 4.3065 3.8080 3.2413 2.9627 
1.132 4.3042 3.8071 3.2435 2.9632 
1. 547 4.3062 3.8086 3.2414 2.9643 
1. 594 4.3099 3.8085 3.2449 2.9634 
1. 619 4.3077 3.8053 3.2457 2.9650 
2.085 4.3114 3.8181 3.2460 2.9651 
2.220 4.3144 3.8171 3.2480 2.9647 
2.359 4.3114 3.8119 3.2481 2.9673 1-' 
0 
~ 
TABLE XXXIIIc cont. 
1100°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
2.620 4.3120 4.0876 3.8113 3.2498 2.9663 
2.637 4.3159 4.0855 3.8168 3.2459 2.9666 
2.755 4.3149 4.0900 3.8180 3.2485 2.9665 
3.108 4.3164 4.0973 3.8215 3.2511 2.9685 
3.328 4.3172 4.0979 3.8226 3.2509 2.9696 
5.710 4.3232 4.1015 3.8226 2.9722 
6.913 4.3216 4.1011 3.8240 2.9733 














1100°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li2o) (A) Corre. mole % Li20 d 
Cristobalite (111) 5 0.016-0.150 -0.0233 3.1385 0.7623 
0.149 3.1350 
2 0.231-0.286 0.0018 3.1353 
0.638 3.1341 
11 0.549-2.359 0.0070 3.1296 0.9498 
(102) 5 0.016-0.150 -0.0220 2.8485 0.8343 
0.214 2.8438 
2 0.231-0.286 0.0228 2.8389 
0.160 2.8426 
11 0.549-2.359 0.0020 2.8422 0.6489 
Tridymite 4.30 15 0.706-3.328 0.0053 4.3000 0.9527 
4.351 4.3231 
3 5.710-9.183 -0.0003 4.3244 0.6073 
4.08 5 2.620-3.328 0.0173 4.0418 0.9621 
3.458 4.1015 
3 5.710-9.183 0.0000 4.1016 0.3703 
Tridymite 3.81 15 0.706-3.328 0.0056 3.8019 0.8237 
3.525 3.8215 
1-' 
3 5.710-9.183 0.0006 3.8193 0.9506 0 m 
TABLE XXXIV (CONT.) 
1100°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
(mole % Li2o) (.~.) 
Tridymite 2.96 15 0.706-3.328 0.0021 2.9612 
3 5.710-9.183 0.0005 2.9698 
2.47 5 2.62-3.328 0.0046 2.4811 
















1100°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage {Mole % Lithia} (gram) Change 
0.000 0.016 -0.016 
0.100 0.029 0.071 71.353 
0.050 0.034 0.016 31.819 
0.200 0.099 0.101 50.405 
0.300 0.150 0.150 49.911 
0.400 0.231 0.169 42.235 
0.500 0.286 0.214 42.859 
0.800 0.549 0.251 31.328 
1.000 0.706 0.294 29.415 
1.200 0.861 0.339 28.213 
1.400 1.125 0.275 19.635 
1.600 1.132 0.468 29.266 
2.000 1.547 0.453 22.675 
1.800 1.594 0.206 11.447 
2.200 1.619 0.581 26.409 
2.400 2.086 0.314 13.083 
2.600 2.220 0.380 14.618 
2.800 2.359 0.441 15.748 
3.000 2.621 0.379 12.620 
3.200 2.637 0.563 17.601 
3.400 2.755 0.645 18.969 
3.600 3.109 0.491 13.632 
4.000 3.328 0.672 16.812 
6.000 5.406 0.594 9.894 
8.000 6.913 1.087 13.591 
10.000 9.187 0.813 8.130 
109 
III H. 1150°C. 
Data for samples fired at 1150°C. for 72 hours are 
shown in Figures 25-27 and in Tables XXXVI to XL. The 
results are essentially the same as at 1050° and 1100°C. 
except for the shift in the change in slope of the tridymite 
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1150°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Camp. 

















































































Phase Plane N 
Quartz { 101) 6 
Cristobalite {102) 16 
Tridymite 3.81 16 
TABLE XXXVII 
1150°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. {mole % Li2o) {volume %) 
0.006-0.188 -21.9332 4.1026 0.5721 
0.029-2.553 -35.0890 81.6764 0.9881 
0.029-2.553 35.4677 17.6667 0.8977 
Line Intersection 






1150°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (g) 










1150°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (~\) 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.006 3.1364 2.8474 
0.006 3.1364 2.8474 
0.006 3.1373 2.8472 
0.029 3.1376 2.8473 
0.134 3.1365 2.8454 
0.188 3.1365 2.8457 
0.211 3.1371 2.8450 
0.412 3.1378 2.8454 
0.517 3.1381 2.8448 
0.806 3.1383 2.8464 
0.976 3.1383 2.8455 
1.164 3.1399 2.8439 
1.329 3.1419 2.8459 
1.464 3.1424 2.8471 
1.535 3.1451 2.8475 
1.825 3.1510 2.8478 




1150°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. cl (i) 





0.134 3.8019 3.2354 
0.188 4.2900 3.8049 3.2376 
0.211 4.2930 3.8041 3.2366 2.9613 
0.412 4.2929 3.8062 3.2396 2.9632 
0.517 4.2978 3.8057 3.2410 2.9628 
0.806 4.3034 3.8085 3.2419 2.9632 
0.976 4.3063 3.8084 3.2448 2.9623 
1.164 4.3092 3.8062 3.2448 2.9633 
1.329 4.3098 3.8078 3.2457 2.9648 
1.464 4.3150 3.8149 3.2462 2.9645 
1.535 4.3147 3.8153 3.2476 2.9657 
1.825 4.3169 3.8153 3.2472 2.9652 
2.142 4.3190 3.8186 3.2488 2.9662 
2.197 4.3201 4.0970 3.8234 3.2490 2.9672 2.4931 1-' 
1-' 
~ 
TABLE XXXVIIIc cont. 
1150°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (R> 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
2.553 4.3185 4.0979 3.8231 3.2494 2.9694 
2.625 4.3186 4.0979 3.8239 3.2495 2.9691 
2.743 4.3167 4.0966 3.8218 3.2492 2.9687 
3.112 4.3198 4.0927 3.8228 3.2455 2.9707 
3.220 4.3188 4.0991 3.8241 3.2493 2.9692 
3.277 4.3185 4.0980 3.8210 3.2492 2.9691 
5.605 4.3219 4.0975 3.8232 2.9722 
7.250 4.3213 4.0988 3.8242 2.9738 















1150°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li2o) <A> Corre. mole % Li2o d 
Cristobalite ( 111) 4 0.412-0.976 0.0009 3.1375 0.9097 
1.155 3.1385 
6 1.164-2.142 0.0183 3.1173 0.9879 
(102) 4 0.412-0.976 0.0012 2.8447 0.4953 
1.669 2.8468 
6 1.164-2.142 0.0027 2.8422 0.6674 
Tridymite 4.30 13 0.188-2.197 0.0149 4.2898 0.9787 
1.885 4. 3180 
9 2.553-8.418 0.0006 4.3168 0.8099 
3.81 14 0.134-2.197 0.0082 3.8014 0.9274 
2.593 3.8226 
9 2.553-8.418 0.0005 3.8214 0.6836 
3.25 17 0.006-2.197 0.0073 3.2350 0.9545 
2.060 3.2501 
6 2.553-3.277 -0.0016 3.2535 0.3378 
Tridymite 2.96 12 0.211-2.197 0.0025 2.9612 0.9229 
3.591 2.9700 






1150°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Cornp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage (Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.050 0.006 0.044 87.460 
0.100 0.006 0.094 93.524 
o.ooo 0.009 -0.009 
0.200 0.029 0.171 85.574 
0.300 0.134 0.166 55.4 82 
0.500 0.188 0.312 62.493 
0.400 0.211 0.189 47.139 
0.600 0.412 0.188 31.296 
0.800 0.517 0.283 35.364 
1.000 0.806 0.194 19.421 
1.200 0.976 0.224 18.685 
1.400 1.164 0.236 16.846 
1.600 1.329 0.271 16.926 
1.800 1.464 0.336 18.685 
2.000 1.535 0.465 23.254 
2.200 1.825 0.375 17.057 
2.400 2.142 0.258 10.757 
2.600 2.197 0.403 15.495 
3.000 2.553 0.447 14.911 
3.200 2.625 0.575 17.960 
2.800 2.743 0.057 2.032 
4.000 3.112 o. 888 22.189 
3.400 3.220 0.180 5.281 
3.600 3.277 0.323 8.964 
6.000 5.605 0.395 6.576 
8.000 7.250 0.750 9.374 
10.000 8.418 1.582 15.821 
III I. 1200°C. 
Data for samples fired at 1200°C. for 72 hours are 
shown in Figures 28-30 and in Tables XLI to XLV. The 
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1200°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristoba1ite Tridymite 










































































1200°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Plane N Range 
(mole % Li2o) 
Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(volume %) Carre. mole % Li2o Vol. % 
Cristobalite (102) 17 0.007-2.473 -35.6834 70.9428 







1200°C QUARTZ INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. 







d hkl (.R) 





1200°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <i> (Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.003 3.1376 2.8461 
0.004 4.0495 3.1380 2.8475 
0.007 3.1395 2.8472 
0.011 3.1377 2.8466 
0.035 3.1378 2.8459 
0.092 3.1368 2.8442 
0.180 3.1367 2.8450 
0.194 3.1363 2.8434 
0.339 3.1364 2.8444 
0.527 3.1369 2.8440 
0.665 3.1388 2.8442 
0.891 3.1413 2.8454 
1.150 3.1426 2.8461 
1.212 3.1433 2.8439 
1.446 3.1539 2.8448 
1.520 3.1591 2.8438 




1200°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (~) 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3. 81 3.25 2.96 2.47 
0.003 4.2640 3.2290 
0.004 4.2667 
0.007 3.2287 
0.011 4. 2878 3.8050 3.2360 
0.035 4.2910 3.8079 3.2264 
0.092 4.2917 3.8031 3.2392 2.9588 
0.180 4.2927 3.8026 3.2410 2.9592 
0.194 4.2896 3.8034 3.2396 2.9586 
0.339 4.2966 3.8030 3.2393 2.9597 
0.527 4.3001 3.8048 3.2444 2.9616 
0.665 4.3053 3.8076 3.2443 2.9610 
0.891 4.3041 3.8098 3.2449 2.9634 
1.150 4.3050 3.8073 3.2465 2.9634 
1.212 4.3053 3.8063 3.2456 2.9648 
1.446 4.3132 3.8097 3.2469 2.9655 
1.520 4.3135 3.8093 3.2479 2.9653 
1.726 4.3152 3.8131 3.2493 2.9659 




TABLE XLIIIc cont. 
1200°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (.~} 
(Mole % Lithia} 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
2.473 4.3137 4.0983 3.8171 3.2474 2.9691 
2.699 4.3176 4.0982 3.8228 2.9721 
2.779 4.3144 4.0966 3.8219 2.9722 
3.085 4.3176 4.0992 3.8228 2.9733 
3.207 4.3158 4.0976 3.8225 2.9721 
3.323 4.3184 4.0991 3.8238 2.9715 
5.550 4.3198 4.0994 3.8240 2.9716 
7.068 4.3225 4.0992 3.8239 2.9712 














Phase Plane N 




Tridymite 4.30 12 
9 





1200°C d Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intetcept (mole % Li2o) (A) 
0.011-0.527 0.0000 3.1367 
o. 527-1.726 0.0210 3.1231 
0.003-0.339 -0.0092 2.8465 
o. 527-1.726 -0.0001 2.8447 
0.180-1.913 0.0142 4.2909 
2.473-9.020 0.0013 4.3124 
0.180-1.913 0.0063 3.8016 
2.473-9.020 0.0004 3.8206 
0.180-1.913 0.0045 2.9584 













mole % Li2o d 
0.65 3.1367 








l200°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage (Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.100 0.003 0.097 97.044 
0.200 0.004 0.196 97.969 
0.050 0.007 0.043 86.629 
0.300 0.011 0.289 96.274 
0.000 0.035 -0.035 
0.400 0.092 0.308 76.892 
0.500 0.180 0.320 63.920 
0.600 0.194 0.406 67.636 
0.800 0.339 0.461 57.659 
1.000 0.527 0.473 47.289 
1.200 0.665 0.535 44.548 
1.400 0.891 0.509 36.323 
2.000 1.150 0.850 42.507 
1.600 1.212 0.388 24.281 
2.200 1.446 0.754 34.252 
1.800 1.520 0.280 15.572 
2.400 1.726 0.674 28.091 
2.600 1.913 0.687 26.404 
2.800 2.473 0.327 11.668 
3.200 2.699 0.501 15.641 
3.000 2.770 0.221 7.371 
3.400 3.085 0.315 9.260 
4.000 3.207 0.793 19.810 
3.600 3.323 0.277 7.705 
6.000 5.550 0.450 7.501 
8.000 7.068 0.932 11.655 
10.000 9.020 0.980 9.800 
III J. 1250°C. 
Data for samples fired at 1250°C. for 72 hours are 
shown in Figures 31-33 and in Tables XLVI to L. The 
results are similar to those at 1200°C. except that the 
(111) spacings of cristobalite do not decrease, then 
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1250°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 






































































1250°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
(volume %) 
Coeff. Line Intersection 
Corre. mole % Li2o Vol. % (mole % Li2o) 
Cristobalite (102) 12 0.011-1.916 -34.7743 56.6015 0.9310 





TABLE XLVIII a 
1250°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <R> (Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.002 4.0443 3.1356 2.8450 2.4843 
0.002 3.1368 2.8453 
0.002 3.1365 2.8448 
0.003 3.1354 2.8455 
0.003 4.0496 3.1374 2.8456 2.4839 
0.007 4.0507 3.1370 2.8465 2.4840 
0.011 3.1371 2.8444 
0.054 3.1386 2.8451 
0.329 3.1401 2.8441 
0.358 3.1398 2.8455 
0.707 3.1412 2.8431 
0.864 3.1430 2.8453 
1.091 3.1465 2.8453 
1.098 3.1459 2.8466 
1.195 3.1446 2.8449 
1.266 3.1449 2.8457 




1250°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d <~b (Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 2.47 
0.002 4.2716 
0.002 4.2871 3.8018 3.2351 
0.002 4.2838 3.8041 3.2345 




0.011 4.2948 3.8024 3.2428 2.9595 
0.054 4.2976 3.8048 3.2445 2.9651 
0.329 4.2964 3.8032 3.2447 2.9615 
0.358 4.3052 3.8105 3.2479 2.9641 
0.707 4.3030 3.8059 3.2438 2.9612 
0.864 4.3071 3.8080 3.2457 2.9629 
1.091 4.3099 3.8100 3.2461 2.9620 
1.098 4.3116 3.8133 3.2447 2.9639 
1.195 4.3116 3.8191 3.2477 2.9667 
1.266 4.3112 3.8194 3.2475 2.9655 
1.351 4.3147 3.8198 3.2460 2.9661 




TABLE XLVIIIb cont. 
1250°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d <R> (Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
1.932 4.3224 4.0982 3.8229 3.2455 2.9695 
3.499 4.3273 4.0970 3.8248 2.9753 
4.487 4.3270 4.1044 3.8269 2.9714 
5.326 4.3280 4.1059 3.8295 2.9732 
6.194 4.3289 4.1061 3.8298 2.9708 
6.588 4.3274 4.1062 3.8271 2.9713 
7.144 4.3278 4.1061 3.8286 2.9713 
7.442 4.3275 4.1055 3.8271 2.9729 















1250°C d statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
(mole % Li20} (!) 
Cristobalite (111) 7 0.002-0.011 0.908 3.1362 
10 0. 054-1. 351 0.0060 3.1380 
(102) 7 0.002-0.011 -0.0249 2.8454 
10 0. 054-1.351 0.0008 2.8444 
Tridymite 4.30 18 0.002-1.932 0.0200 4.2872 
8 3.499-8.907 0.0000 4.3278 
4.08 2 1. 916-1.932 0.0056 4.0873 
8 3.499-8.907 0.011 4.0975 
3. 81 15 0.002-1.932 0.0110 3.8023 






















TABLE XLIX (CONT.) 
1250°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
(mole % Li20) ($.) 
Tridymite 2.96 13 0. 011-1.932 0.0035 2.9610 
8 3.499-8.907 -0.0006 2.9759 
2.47 2 1. 916-1.932 -0.0663 2.6223 















1250°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Cornp. Final Cornp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage (Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.100 0.002 0.098 98.289 
0.400 0.002 0.398 99.558 
0.300 0.002 0.298 99.211 
0.050 0.003 0.047 93.928 
0.200 o. 003' 0.197 98.318 
o.ooo 0.007 -0.007 
0.500 0.011 0.489 97.852 
0.600 0.054 0.546 91.041 
1.000 0.329 0.671 67.061 
0.800 0.358 0.442 55.260 
1.200 0.707 0.493 41.101 
1.400 0.864 0.536 38.252 
1.800 1.091 0.709 39. 38 7 
1.600 1.098 0.502 31.369 
2.400 1.195 1.205 50.189 
2.000 1.266 0.734 36.692 
2.200 1.351 0.849 38.604 
2.800 1.916 0.884 31.584 
2.600 1.932 0.668 25.704 
4.000 3.499 0.501 12.535 
5.000 4.487 0.513 10.268 
6.000 5.326 0.674 11.228 
7.000 6.194 0.806 11.507 
8.000 6.588 1.412 17.654 
9.000 7.144 1.856 20.621 
9.600 7.442 2.158 22.475 
10.000 8.907 1.093 10.933 
III K. 1300°C. 
Data for samples fired at 1300°C. for 72 hours 
are shown in Figures 34-36 and in Tables LI to LV. The 
results are similar to those at 1250°C. 
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Figure 36. 1300°C Tridymite 4.30 Interplanar Spacings 1-' .J:>, 
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TABLE LI 
1300°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 






































































Phase Plane N 
Cristobalite (102) 12 
Tridymite 381 12 
TABLE LII 
1300°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. 
(mole % Li2o) (volume %) Corre. 
0 0 012-1.723 -26.2633 40.0972 0.9619 
0. 012-1.723 86.2633 59.9028 0.9619 
Line Intersection 








1300°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (A) 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) {200) 
0.002 3.1355 2.8419 
0.002 3.1350 2.8431 
0.003 3.1357 2.8427 
0.003 4.0415 3.1347 2.8423 2.4827 
0.003 4.0429 3.1343 2.8421 2.4836 
0.004 3.1354 2.8439 
0.007 4.0331 3.1340 2.8439 2.4840 
0.010 4.0313 3.1370 2.8426 2.4825 
0.012 3.1384 2.8436 
0.054 3.1379 2.8432 
0.199 3.1380 2.8432 
0.257 3.1400 2.8435 
0.496 3.1439 2.8441 
0.695 3.1441 2.8444 
0.965 3.1472 2.8450 




1300°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d d~) (Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 2.47 
0.002 4.2866 3.8039 
0.002 4.2899 3.8046 3.2344 
0.003 4.2874 3.8039 3.2425 2. 958 7 
0.003 
0.003 4.2831 
0.004 4.2897 3.8029 3.2421 2.9599 
0.007 
0.010 
0.012 4.2949 3.8029 3.2436 2.9616 
0.054 4.2950 3.8030 3.2443 2.9621 
0.199 4.3045 3.8082 3.2462 2.9632 
0.257 4.3071 3.8093 3.2443 2.9622 
0.496 4.3086 3.8086 3.2471 2.9631 
0.695 4.3084 3.8090 3.2452 2.9674 
0.965 4.3106 3.8107 3.2466 2.9662 
1.056 4.3111 3.8186 3.2475 2.9679 
1.184 4.3221 3.8194 3.2475 2.9666 
1.270 4.3213 4.0918 3.8199 3.2451 2. 9 68 2 2.4957 1-' 
U1 
1\) 
TABLE LIIIb cont. 
1300°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (i) 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
1. 456 4.3216 4.0917 3.8227 3.2450 2.9679 
1.723 4.3230 4.0950 3.8208 3.2442 2.9686 
2.099 4.3235 4.1004 3.8245 2.9733 
2.958 4.3280 4.1045 3.8287 2.9720 
3.341 4.3263 4.1055 3.8277 2.9724 
3.581 4.3275 4.1047 3.8247 2.9719 
4.426 4.3300 4.1081 3.8237 2.9725 
6.178 4.3304 4.1073 3.8260 2.9733 















1300°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li2o) (A) Carre. mole % Li2o d 
Cristobalite. (111) 7 0.002-0.007 -0.2332 3.1357 0.6141 
-0.006 3.1372 
10 0.010-1.184 0.0106 3.1373 0.9876 
(102) 7 0.002-0.007 0.3045 2.8418 0.6718 
0.004 2.8431 
10 0.010-1.184 0.0018 2.8431 0.8994 
Tridymite 4.30 8 0.012-1.056 0.0138 4.2986 0.8469 
1. 845 4.3240 
11 1.184-8.523 0.0010 4.3221 0.6971 
3.81 8 0. 012-1.056 0.0104 3.8039 0.8559 
1. 819 3.8229 
11 1.184-8.523 0.0007 3.8216 0.5445 
3.25 8 0.012-1.056 0.0027 3.2443 0.7587 
1.053 3.2472 
4 1.184-1.723 -0.0049 3.2524 0.8215 
2.96 8 0.012-1.056 0.0058 2.9615 0.9205 
1. 380 2.9695 





1300°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage {Mole % Lithia) {gram) Change 
0.300 0.002 0.298 99.391 
0.400 0.002 0.398 99.507 
0.600 0.003 0.597 99.580 
0.100 0.003 0.097 97.331 
0.200 0.003 0.197 98.403 
0.500 0.004 0.496 99.204 
0.000 0.007 -0.007 
0.050 0.010 0.040 79.011 
0.800 0.012 0.788 98.454 
1.000 0.054 0.946 94.576 
1.200 0.199 1.001 83.411 
1.400 0.257 1.143 81.608 
1.600 0.496 1.104 68.990 
2.000 0.695 1.305 65.240 
2.200 0.965 1.235 56.131 
1.800 1.056 0.744 41.335 
2.400 1.184 1.216 50.666 
2.800 1.270 1.530 54.643 
2.600 1.456 1.144 43.990 
3.000 1.723 1.277 42.553 
3.400 2.099 1.301 38.268 
4.000 2.958 1.042 26.054 
4.400 3.341 1.059 24.058 
5.400 3.581 1.819 33.677 
6.000 4.426 1.574 26.234 
8.000 6.178 1.822 22.778 
10.000 8.523 1.477 14.773 
III L. 1350°C. 
Data for samples fired at 1300°C. for 72 hours 
are shown in Figures 37-39 and in Tables LVI to LX. 
The results are similar to those at 1300°C. 
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TABLE LVI 
1350°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Comp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridymite 







































































1350°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(volume %} Corre. mole % Li2o Vol. % (mole % Li2o} 
Cristobalite (102) 9 0.240-1.393 -31.2914 42.7674 0.9553 





TABLE LVIII a 
1350°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl (~) 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.001 4.0438 3.1354 2.8427 2.4826 
0.001 4.0431 3.1355 2.8433 
0.001 4.0440 3.1347 2.8436 2.4827 
0.001 3.1347 2.8412 
0.002 3.1349 2.8414 
0.003 3.1351 2.8428 
0.003 3.1371 2.8423 
0.003 3.1368 2.8424 
0.004 4.0456 3.1367 2.8435 2.4827 
0.096 3.1378 2.8431 
0.240 3.1383 2.8431 
0.336 3.1408 2.8437 
0.481 3.1415 2.8436 
0.701 3.1436 2.8442 
0.731 3.1450 2.8450 
0.770 3.1484 2.8459 




1350°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 




0.001 4.2900 3.8031 
0.002 4.2969 3.8023 3.2407 2.9583 
0.003 4.2943 3.8053 3.2417 2.9590 
0.003 4.2992 3.8070 3.2426 2.9606 
0.003 4.2997 3.8066 3.2459 2.9612 
0.004 
0.096 4.3035 3.8064 3.2452 2.9625 
0.240 4.3048 3.8054 3.2456 2.9630 
0.336 4.3056 3.8073 3.2459 2.9626 
0.481 4.3086 3.8102 3.2457 2.9630 
0.701 4.3136 3.8108 3.2453 2.9656 
0.731 4.3118 3.8145 3.2452 2.9644 
0.770 4.3126 3.8164 3.2475 2.9666 
1. 004 4.3209 3.8174 3.2447 2.9677 
1.205 4.3221 4.0941 3.8234 3.2458 2.9673 ...... 
O'l 
w 
TABLE LVIIIb cont. 
1350°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Camp. d (}~) 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
1. 393 4.3206 4.0991 3.8236 3.2455 2.9716 
1.650 4.3207 4.0995 3.8220 2.9720 
1.722 4.3228 4.0991 3.8228 3.2421 2.9707 
1. 925 4.3230 4.1030 3.8261 2.9720 
2.089 4.3249 4.1020 3.8245 2.9720 
2.291 4.3248 4.1042 3.8249 2.9714 
3.957 4.3260 4.1043 3.8250 2.9714 
5.776 4.3276 4.1064 3.8268 2.9743 















1350°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intefcept Coeff. Line Intersection 
(mole % Li2o) (A) Corre. mole % Li2o d 
Cristoba1ite (111) 5 0.001-0.002 -0.1591 3.1352 0.1868 
-0.006 3.1362 
12 0.003-1.004 0.0124 3.1363 0.9719 
(102) 5 0.001-0.002 -1.2768 2.8440 0~5155 
0.001 2.8427 
12 0.003-1.004 0.0027 2.8427 0.8681 
Tridymite 4.30 16 0. 003-1.925 0.0138 4.3009 0.9422 
1.654 4.3237 
5 2.089-6.461 0.0014 4.3214 0.8866 
4.08 5 1. 205-1.925 0.0102 4.0829 0.9091 
1. 939 4.1026 
5 2.089~6.461 0.0010 4.1006 0. 9376 
3.81 16 0.003-1.925 0.0112 3.8055 0.9632 
1.657 3.8240 
5 2.089-6.461 0.0008 3.8228 0.9333 
Tridymite 2.96 16 0. 003-1.925 0.0063 2.9608 0.9705 
1. 742 2.9718 




1350°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Camp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) (gram) Change 
0.100 0.001 0.099 99.000 
0.200 0.001 0.199 99.438 
0.050 0.001 0.049 97.719 
0.300 0.001 0.299 99.589 
0.400 0.002 0.398 99.567 
0.600 0.003 0.597 99.544 
0.800 0.003 0.797 99.626 
0.500 0.003 0.497 99.312 
0.000 0.004 -0.004 
1.000 0.096 0.904 90.450 
1.200 0.240 0.960 80.017 
1.600 0.336 1.264 79.016 
1.400 0.481 0.919 65.677 
1.800 0.701 1.099 61.041 
2.000 0.731 1.269 63.430 
2.400 0.770 1.630 67.930 
2.200 1.004 1.196 54.379 
2.600 1.205 1.395 53.641 
3.000 1.393 1.607 53.580 
2.800 1.650 1.150 41.064 
3.200 1.722 1.478 46.182 
3.400 1.925 1.475 43.377 
3.600 2.089 1.511 41.966 
4.000 2.291 1.709 42.721 
6.000 3.957 2.043 34.057 
8.000 5.776 2.224 27.797 
9.600 6.461 3.139 32.697 
III M. 1400°C 
The data for samples fired at 1400°C. for 72 hours 
are shown in Figures 40-42 and in Tables LXI to LXV. 
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1400°C VOLUME PERCENTS 
Final Camp. Quartz Cristobalite Tridy.mite 









































































Phaae Plane N 
Criatobalite 102 15 
8 
Tridymite ) • 81 15 
8 
TABLE LXI I 
1400°C Volume Percent Statistical Analysis 
Range Slope Intercept Coeff. 
(mole \ Li 20) (volume \) Corre. 
0.001-0.006 -9762. 111.4364 0.6784 
76 
0.126-1.836 -13.6762 27.6715 0.9417 
0.001-0.006 9762. -11.4364 0.6784 
761 
0.126-1.836 13.6762 72.3285 0.9417 
Line Intersection 








1400°C CRISTOBALITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d hkl <R> 
(Mole % Lithia) (101) (111) (102) (200) 
0.001 4.0403 3.1352 2.8446 2.4846 
0.002 4.0406 3.1346 2.8419 2.4836 
0.002 3.1356 2.8424 
0.002 3.1356 2.8415 
0.002 4.0417 3.1340 2.8426 2.4847 
0.002 3.1337 2.8414 
0.003 3.1342 2.8412 
0.003 3.1339 2.8417 
0.003 3.1347 2.8437 
0.003 3.1357 2.8449 
0.004 4.0418 3.1342 2.8410 2.4844 
0.004 3.1349 2.8413 
0.005 3.1355 2.8402 
0.005 3.1349 2.8418 
0.006 3.1343 2.8419 
0.126 3.1369 2.8421 
0.322 3.1372 2.8444 
0.448 3.1373 2.8437 




1400°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d db 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 2.47 
0.001 
0.002 
0.002 4.3042 3.8065 3.2407 2.9640 
0.002 4.3082 3.8055 
0.002 
0.002 4.3072 
0.003 4.3041 3.8067 2.9635 
0.003 4.3096 3.8034 3.2417 2.9605 
0.003 4.3096 3.8062 3.2463 2.9646 
0.003 4.3046 3.8080 3.2462 2.9670 
0.004 
0.004 4.3087 3.8029 3.2452 2.9609 
0.005 4.3026 3.8036 3.2480 2.9624 
0.005 4.3034 3.8033 
0.006 4.3013 3.8023 3.2456 2.9626 
0.126 4.3095 3.8079 3.2433 2.9653 
0.322 4.3174 3.8078 3.2495 2.9619 
0.448 4.3201 3.8100 3.2468 2.9618 ..... 
-...I 
o&::o. 
TABLE LXIIIb cont. 
1400°C TRIDYMITE INTERPLANAR SPACINGS 
Final Comp. d (g) 
(Mole % Lithia) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2.96 
0.828 4.3274 3.8179 3.2454 2.9705 
l. 263 4.3231 4.0996 3.8215 2.9692 
l. 362 4.3218 4.0994 3.8232 2.9696 
1.479 4.3224 4.1012 3.8216 2. 968 7 
1.836 4.3218 4.1045 3.8246 2.9693 
l. 837 4.3231 4.1055 3.8251 2.9707 
2.822 4.3253 4.1049 3.8244 2.9705 
3.485 4.3251 4.0978 3.8218 2.9714 














1400°C d Statistical Analysis 
Phase Plane N Range Slope Intercept 
(mole % Li2o) . <1> 
Cristobalite (111) 15 0.001-0.006 -0.0257 3.1348 
4 0.126-0.828 0.0018 3.1366 
(102) 15 0.001-0.006 -0.4047 2.8434 
4 0.126-0.828 0.0028 2.8425 
Tridymite 4.30 4 0.126-0.828 0.0245 4. 3080 
8 1. 263-5.509 0.0004 4.3223 
3.81 4 0.126-0.828 0.0153 3.8043 
8 1. 263-5.509 -0.0005 3.8243 
2.96 4 0.126-0.828 0.0090 2.9610 

























1400°C FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Initial Comp. Final Comp. Quantity Vaporized Percentage 
(Mole % Lithia) {gram) Change 
0.050 0.001 0.049 98.330 
0.100 0.002 0.098 98.482 
0.600 0.002 0.598 99.745 
0.500 0.002 0.498 99.685 
0.000 0.002 -0.002 
0.400 0.002 0.398 99.405 
0.800 0.003 0.797 99.684 
1.000 0.003 0.997 99.725 
1.400 0.003 1.397 99.799 
1.200 0.003 1.197 99.754 
0.200 0.004 0.196 98.207 
1.600 0.004 1.596 99.730 
1.800 0.005 1.795 99.710 
0.300 0.005 0.295 98.195 
2.000 0.006 1.994 99.687 
2.200 0.126 2.074 94.280 
2.600 0.322 2.278 87.619 
2.400 0.448 1.952 81.338 
2.800 0.828 1.972 70.434 
3.200 1.263 1.937 60.517 
3.400 1.362 2.038 59.949 
3.000 1.479 1.521 50.702 
3.600 1.836 1.764 48.997 
4.000 1.837 2.163 54.081 
5.000 2.822 2.178 43.569 
6.000 3.485 2.515 41.918 
8.000 5.509 2.491 31.150 
III N. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The phase content plots show some definite trends 
that suggest phase equilibria, or at least metastable 
equilibria, in the system Li2o-sio2 • At 920° and 940°c 
quartz is the dominant phase at all compositions, 
178 
though pure silicic acid will form cristobalite at the 
same temperatures. At 960°, 980°, and 1000°C cristobalite 
is the dominant phase, with a tendency for quartz to be 
more abundant at lower Li2o contents. At l000°c and 
below, tridymite is metastably present only in small 
amounts at any composition. 
From 1050°C to 1400°C the phase contents indicate 
a rather consistent set of phase fields. At low Li2o 
contents cristobalite is present with minor amounts of 
quartz, which decreases with time and is, therefore, 
probably metastable. For purposes of discussion, this 
will be referred to as the cristobalite field. At high 
Li2o contents above 1050°C tridymite is the only observable 
phase. At intermediate Li2o contents both cristobalite 
and tridymite are present. With increasing temperature, 
the cristobalite field decreases in range, with the upper 
phase boundary changing from approximately 1% Li2o at 
10S0°c to near 0% at 11S0°c. The tridymite field increases 
with increasing temperature, with the lower phase boundary 
changing from approximately 3.5% at 1050°C to approximately 
1.4% at 13S0°C~ Data are not conclusive at 1400°C. The 
crossover point, at which cristobalite and tridymite are 
179 
present in approximately equal amounts, changes from appro-
ximately 2.1% at 1050° to near 0% at 1300°C and above. 
Variation of the quartz (101) interplanar spacing 
shows no discernible trend within the excessive data 
scatter. There is a tendency for the (101) spacing to 
decrease with increasing 
and 940°C the mean dlOl 
temperature, 
is near 3.345 
however. At 920° 
R, in agreement 
with data for pure a-quartz at 25°c 6 • At higher tem-
peratures, mean d 101 values are lower, nearer 3.335 R. 
Definite conclusions cannot be drawn from available evidence. 
Tridymite 4.30 R interplanar spacings vary with 
composition in a systematic manner. At low Li2o contents 
the spacing increases uniformly with increasing Li 2o, as 
would occur within a single phase region. At higher 
Li2o contents the spacing is essentially uniform with 
composition, as in a two phase region. The apparent phase 
boundary shifts toward lower Li2o content with increasing 
temperature, from about 5% Li2o at 1050°, to 4% at 1100°, 
to about 2% from 1150° to 1300°, to 0.5% at 1400°c. 
At l000°C and below, the observed scatter of the data 
for the cristobalite (101) or (111) interplanar spacings 
is quite large, negating valid statistical treatment, 
though there is a tendency for the spacing to increase with 
increasing Li2o content. At 1050°C and above, the scatter 
is considerably less pronounced; at all temperatures a 
narrow range of zero variation at low Li2o contents is 
present, but at the higher temperatures is compressed to 
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very low Li2o levels. At higher Li2o contents a definite, 
though apparently not systematic increase of cristobalite 
spacings is observed. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
There are several difficulties inherent in heating 
and quenching studies of the type reported here that need 
be considered before conclusions can be drawn. 
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Mixing powders of two solid components, particularly 
when one is present in small quantities is never quite 
adequate, though the 2 week mixing period employed provides 
reasonable assurance that 2 gram portions are representative 
of the bulk composition. Mixing errors may, therefore 
have been the source of some error in the data, even though 
crystallographic data are treated as functions of final Li2o 
compositions. 
Particle size distribution within the starting materials, 
particularly silicic acid is important in the way in which 
equilibrium is approached. In systems in which one of 
the components is volatile, moreover, concentration gradients 
develop within individual particles, further complicating 
the non-equilibrium intermediate situation. When several 
samples, in this case 18 samples, are heated simultaneously, 
Li20-rich samples tend to lose the volatile oxide and the 
Sio2-rich samples tend to gain it so that the ultimate 
result would be equilibration among all the samples. This 
means, therefore, that concentration gradients in different 
samples may actually be reversed. More importantly, it 
means that all samples are non-equilibrium samples at times 
short of tnose required to produce a complete set of homogen-
eous samples .. 
Thermal gradients over an 18 sample arrangement may 
be appreciable and will result in data scatter, parti-
cularly when the nominal furnace temperature is near a 
phase boundary temperature as is apparently the case at 
940° and 960°C (Figures 7 and 10) • 
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By far the most serious difficulty with the data 
presented here is that silica phase percentages were all 
recalculated to 100%, thereby excluding Li2si2o5 or the 
liquid phase, depending on temperature, from the compo-
sition. The net result is that bulk sample Li2o contents, 
against which phase percentages are plotted, are uninfor-
mative about the compositions of the silica phases them-
selves. Recalculation of the absolute percentages of the 
silica phases will provide further information about the 
total Li2o in solid solution in the silica but, unfort-
unately will not permit an analysis of the Li2o distri-
bution between the phases. The net result will be to 
shift the crystallographic data curves to more Si02 rich 
compositions in Figures 43 and 44 and possibly provide 
some measure of the mean limits of solid solubility in 
the two silica phases. 
Even though the aforementioned difficulties were 
encountered, it is still possible to draw some conclusions 
from the data and to make some cogent suggestions for future 
work that should provide positive information regarding 
phase equilibria in binary silicate systems. 
Phase development in the system Li2o-sio2 is character-
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Figure 43 
Non - Equilibrium Diagram 
All lines were determined from d data. The presence 
of a unary tridymite phase between the cristobalite + trid-
ymite and the tridymite + liquid fields was not indicated 
by the data. 
Line A is derived from the intersection of the two 
lines that describe the tridymite data. Lines B and D 
result from intersections of lines fitted to the cristo-
balite data. Line C is hypothetical and is included 
for clarification. Line D is the boundary between 
metastable quartz and the quartz + cristobalite field. 
The stable boundary is probably more accurately defined 
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Non - Equilibrium Diagram 
All lines were determined from intensity data. The 
unary tridymite phase was not indicated by the data. Line 
A is where the line fitted to the cristobalite volume 
percent data became zero. Line B was determined by the 
intersections of the lines describing the cristobalite 
data. Line C is fitted to the points at which quartz 
became zero. The position of line D is hypothetical and 
was not indicated by the data. Line E is fitted to 
points corresponding to the solid solution limits. Line 
F is the same as line E on Figure 43. The data points 
at approximately 2 % are the solid solution limits of 
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ized by the following: 
1) Below 950° ± 10°C. quartz appears to be the 
stable phase, though small amounts of cristobalite 
are present in all compositions. 
2) Between 950° ± 10°C. and 1025° ± 25°C. cristobalite 
appears to be the stable phase, though small 
amounts of cristobalite are present in all composi-
tions. 
3) Above 1050° ± 25°C. there appear to be three 
fields--a tridymite field at high Li2o levels, 
a cristobalite field at low Li2o levels, and a 
tridymite and cristobalite field at intermediate 
levels. It is not possible at this stage, however, 
to define the phase boundary compositions. 
4) Solid solution of Li 2o in tridymite is indicated 
by increases of interplanar spacings with increasing 
Li2o, but the limits of solid solution cannot yet 
be defined. 
5) Solid solution of Li 2o in cristobalite is also 
indicated by increases of interplanar spacings. 
The single phase cristobalite field is apparently 
at lower Li 2o levels than that of tridymite but 
cannot yet be defined. 
6) coexistence of three phases--cristobalite, tridymite, 
and glass--at high Li 2o levels indicates a non-
equilibrium situation, with one of the silica phases 
metastable. 
7) Only cristobalite will crystallize from pure 
silicic acid, silica gel, or quartz. 
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It is obvious that Li 2o promotes nucleation and 
growth of crystalline phases of silica. It is also obvious 
that extensive solid solution of Li 2o occurs in both 
cristobalite and tridymite, as indicated by the relatively 
large variation of interplanar spacings. Unfortunately 
the observations reported here do not enable one to weigh 
the relative merits of the original Fenner mechanism and 
the Florke mechanism. 
One very important factor is the possibility that 
nucleation and growth of solid solution phases may be 
followed by vaporization of the volatile component, leaving 
the phase "stranded," without necessary thermal energy 
for reversion to the stable phase at the reaction tempera-
ture. The result of loss of the component is that the 
analyzed Li2o content may be much less than that present 
at the time the phase actually developed. 
To overcome the obvious difficulties involved in 
determining the solid solubility limits of the silica 
phases and the compositional fields in the system, a number 
of new approaches should be tried. 
To obtain accurat~ phase equilibria relationships in 
the high Sio2 portion of the system using heating and quench-
ing methods, a co-precipitation method should be used to 
obtain intimate mixing and sealed-tube techniques should be 
used to prevent vaporization and permit equilibration. 
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A simpler and more informative procedure for determina-
tion of solid solubility limits in the silica phases would 
be to equilibrate solid Si02 with Li2o vapor at a series 
of temperatures, chemical analysis of the equilibrated 
sample by gravimetric or chemical methods, and analysis 
of crystalline phases by X-ray diffraction. In this way 
the solid solubility limits could be established unequivocally 
and relationships between composition and the silica phases 
could be indicated. 
Absolutely necessary for elucidation of the phase 
relationships is a detailed diffusion study, with Li2o, or 
other oxides, as the mobile component. Measurement of the 
concentration gradient in a fused silica bar, for example, 
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Silicic Acid H 2Sio3 ~nH 20 
Fisher Scientific Co. Lot No. 700806 
Non-Volatile with HF .•....•.•. 0.08% 
Chlorine (Cl) • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 0. 005% 
Sulfate (So 4 ) •••••••••••••••• 0.020% 
Heavy Metals (as Pb) •••••••.• 0.005% 
Iron (Fe) •••••.••.•.•••••••.. 0.003% 
Total Impurities ••••.••••••.. 0.041% 
Lithium Carbonate Li2co3 
Fisher Scientific Co. Lot No. 785396 
Assay (Li2co 3 ) ••••••••••••••• 99.0 % 
Chlorine (Cl) . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • 0. 001% 
Calcium (Ca) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.008% 
Heavy Metals (as Pb) •••.•.•.. 0.001% 
Iron (Fe) •.•.•..•.••.••...•.• 0.001% 
Insoluble in dilute HCl .••.•• 0.010% 
Nitrate (N03 ) • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • 0. 0002% 
Sulfur Compounds (as so4 ) • • • • 0.04% 
Ammonium (NH 4 ) ••••••.••••••• 0. 0004% 
Potassium (K) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0. 05% 






VOLUME PERCENT CALCULATION 
Intensity data of the quartz (101) , cristobalite (102) , 
tridymite 3.81, and alumina (104) lines are read in. The 
program calculates the line intensities, the ratios of 
these intensities, the relative intensities, the volume 
percents, and the ratios of the volume percentages. If 
quartz was present and the (101) line could not be read 
in because of its large intensity, the intensity data of 
the quartz (100) line was used. This data was multiplied 
by 5.2518 to equate it to the quartz (101) data. If the 
cristobalite (102) line was very weak, yet cristobalite 
was present, intensity data of the cristobalite (101) 
line was reaq in. This data was multiplied by 0.1019 
to decrease it to the value of the (102) line had that 
line been present. Relationships between the quartz 
and cristobalite lines were determined by x-raying a 
sample containing 100% of the respective phase. 
DIMENSION SAMP(54),Q101(54),C102(54) ,T381(54) ,Q101R 
(54) ,C102R(54), 
199 
2T381R(54) ,QCR(54) ,CQR(54) ,QTR(54),TQR(54),CTR(54) ,TCR 







TQ101 = o.o 
TC102 = o.o 
TT381 = 0.0 
TQC = 0.0 
TCQ = o.o 
TQT = 0.0 
TTQ = o.o 
TCT = o.o 
TTC = o.o 
READ ( 1 , 3 3). MTEMP , MHOURS 
FORMAT ( 214) 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.8880) GO TO 36 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.9990) GO TO 38 
C THIS DO LOOP READS IN THE INTENSITY DATA, DIVIDES EACH 
LINE INTENSITY BY 
C THE INTENSITY OF THE ALUMINA LINE, CALCULATES THE 
RELATIVE RATIOS, AND 
C DETERMINES THE MOST INTENSE LINE 
c 
DO 100 L = 1, 54 




IF(SAMP(L) .EQ.88.80) GO TO 101 
IF(SAMP(L) .EQ.99.90) GO TO 38 
IF(DQ101(L) - 0.11111) 200, 202, 200 
c 
202 IF(DQ100 - 0.11111) 204, 200, 204 
204 DQ101(L) = 5.2518*DQ100 
200 IF (DC102 (L) - 0 .11111) 206, 208 I 206 
208 IF(DC101 - 0.11111) 210, 206, 210 
210 DC102(L) = 0.1019*DC101 
206 Q101(L) = DQ101(L)/A104 
C102(L) = DC102(L)/A104 
T381(L) = DT381(L)/A104 
200 






C THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE MOST INTENSE LINE OF EACH 













101 LIMIT = L - 1 
C THIS DO LOOP CALCULATES THE RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
c 
DO 102 M = 1, LIMIT 
IF(TQ101.EQ.O.O) GO TO 500 
Q101R{M) = (Q101{M)/TQ101)*100.0 
c 
500 IF(TC102.EQ.O.O) GO TO 502 
C102R(M) = (C102(M)/TC102)*100.0 
502 IF(TT381.EQ.O.O) GO TO 504 
T381R(M) = (T381(M)/TT381)*100.0 
504 IF(TQC.EQ.O.O) GO TO 506 
QCR(M) = (QC(M)/TQC)*100.0 
CQR(M) = {CQ{M)/TCQ)*100.0 
506 IF(TQT.EQ.O.O) GO TO 508 
QTR(M) = (QT(M)/TQT)*100.0 
TQR(M) = {TQ{M)/TTQ)*100.0 
508 IF(TCT.EQ.O.O) GO TO 102 
CTR(M) = (CT(M)/TCT)*100.0 
TCR(M) = (TC(M)/TTC)*100.0 
102 CONTINUE 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE CALCULATED VALUES. 
c 
DO 104 N = 1, LIMIT 
IF(DQlOl(N) = 0.11111) 4, 6, 4 
6 IF (DC102 (N) - 0 .11111) 4, 104, 4 
104 CONTINUE 
GO TO 108 





108 DO 110 KL = 1, LIMIT 
IF(DQ101(KL) - 0.11111) 22, 110, 22 
22 IF(DT381(KL) - 0.11111) 20, 110, 20 
110 CONTINUE 
GO TO 112 





112 DO 114 KM = 1, LIMIT 
IF (DC102 (KM) - 0 .11111) 28, 114, 28 
28 IF(DT38l(KM) - 0.11111) 26, 114, 26 
114 CONTINUE 
TO TO 398 





C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE VOLUME PERCENT PAGE HEADING 
c 
398 WRITE(3,51) MTEMP 1 MHOURS 
51 FORMAT('l',45X,'FIRED AT',lS,' DEGREES CELSIUS FOR 
I I 13 I I HOURS I ) 
WRITE (3 I 400) 
WRITE ( 3 I 602) 
WRITE ( 3 , 4 0 3) 
WRITE(3,604) 
400 FORMAT( 1 0 1 1 42X 1 'VOLUME PERCENTS AND RATIOS OF THESE 
PERCENTAGES 1 ) 
602 FORMAT('O' ,'INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP. QUARTZ CRISTOBALITE 
TRIDYM 
2ITE',SX 1 1 QUARTZ',4X,'CRISTOBALITE' ,4X,'QUARTZ TRIDYMITE 
CRISTOBA 
3LITE TRIDYMITE') 
403 FORMAT(' ' 1 59X,'------------
2---------- ------------') 
604 FORMAT(' ',6X,'(MOLE% LITHIA)',8X 1 '(101)' 1 5X,'(l02)', 
7X 1 '3.81',4X 
2, 'CRISTOBALITE 
TRIDYMITE C 
3RISTOBALITE I ) 
QUARTZ' 1 5X,'TRIDYMITE QUARTZ I I sx I 
c 
C THIS DO LOOP CALCULATES THE VOLUME PERCENTS 
c 
c 
N28 = 28 
DO 402 LM = 1, LIMIT 
IF (DQ101 (LM) - 0 .11111) 404 I 406, 404 
404 PRQ101 = ( Q101(LM)./11.13164)*100.00 
GO TO 416 
406 PRQ101 = 0.0 
416 IF(DC102(LM) - 0.11111) 408, 410, 408 
408 PRC102 = ( C102(LM)./1.99486)*100.0 
GO TO 418 
410 PRC102 = 0.0 
418 IF(DT381(LM) - 0.11111) 412, 414, 412 
412 PRT381 = ( T381(LM)/4.0323)*100.00 
GO TO 420 
414 PRT381 = 0.0 
420 TOTPR = PRQ101 + PRC102 + PRT381 
COMPPR = 100.0/TOTPR 
FLQ101 = COMPPR*PPQ101 
FLC102 = COMPPR*PRC102 
FLT381 = COMPPR*PRT381 
IF(LM.NE.N28) GO TO 423 
WRITE(3,51) MTEMP, MHOURS 
N28 = N28 + 27 
WRITE ( 3 I 400) 
WRITE ( 3, 602) 
WRITE ( 3, 403) 
WRITE { 3 ,604) 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHICH PHASES ARE PRESENT, 
CALCULATES THE VOLUME 
C PERCENT RATIOS, .AND PRINTS THE APPROPRIATE DATA 
c 
423 IF(FL0101) 450, 452, 450 
450 IF(FLC102) 454, 456, 454 







RATQC = FLQ101/FLC102 
RATCQ = FLC102/FLQ101 
IF (FLT381) 462, 464, 462 
IF (FLT381) 466, 468, 466 
IF (FLT381) 470, 472, 470 
IF (FLT381) 474, 476, 474 
RATQT = FLQ101/FLT381 
RATTQ = FLT381/FLQ101 
RATCT = FLC102/FLT381 
RATTC = FLT381/FLC102 
WRIT~(3,482) SAMP(LM) ,CALSAP(LM),FLQ10l,FLC102, 
FLT38l,RATQC,RATCQ, 
2RATQT,RATTQ,RATCT,RATTC 
GO TO 402 
464 WRITE(3,484) SAMP(LM), CALSAP(LM), FLQlOl, FLC102, 
RATQC, RATCQ 
GO TO 402 
466 RATQT = FLQ101/FLT381 








WRITE(3,486) SAMP(LM), CALSAP(LM),FLQ10l,FLT381, 
RATQT, RATTQ 
GO TO 402 
WRITE ( 3 , 4 8 8) SAMP(LM), CALSAP(LM), FLQ101 
GO TO 402 
RATCT = FLC102/FLT381 
RATTC = FLT381/FLC102 
WRITE (3, 490) SAMP(LM), CALSAP(LM), FLC102, FLT381, 
RATCT, RATTC 
GO TO 402 
WRITE(3,492) SAMP (LM) , CALSAP (LM) , FLC102 
GO TO 402 
WRITE (3., 494) SAMP(LM) , CALSAP (LM), FLT381 
GO TO 402 






2(4X,F9.4) ,2X 1 2(1 
2X,F9.4) ,2(4X,F9.4)) 
4 8 4 FORMAT ( I 0 I ' 3 X , F 7 . 3 I 7 X ' F 7 • 3 I 2 ( 4 X' F 6 • 2 ) ' 13 X ' 2 ( 4 X ' F 9 • 4 ) ) 
486 FORMAT('0',3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,4X,F6.2,16X,F6.2,29X 1 2(1X, 
F9.4)) 
488 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,4X,F6.2) 
4 9 0 FORMAT ( I 0 I ' 3 X ' F 7 • 3 ' 7 X, F 7 • 3 , 8 X , 2 ( 6 X , F 6 • 2 ) ' 4 9 X, 2 ( 4 X , 
F9.4)) 
4 9 2 FORMAT ( I 0 I , 3 X' F 7 • 3 ' 7 X' F 7 • 3 , 14 X , F 6 • 2 ) 
494 FORMAT('0',3XIF7.3,7X,F7.3,~6X,F6.2) 
205 
496 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,41X,'NO PHASES ARE PRESENT') 
GO TO 36 
38 WRITE ( 3, 62) 




C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTENSITY RATIOS 
c 
c 
DIMENSION QC(54) ,CQ(54) ,Q101.(54) ,C102 (54) 
QC(L) = Q101(L)/C102(L) 




C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE MOST INTENSE LINE 
c 
DIMENSION Q101(54) ,DQ101(54), DC102(54) 
IF{DQ101(L)- 0.11111) 58, 52, 58 
58 IF ( DC 1 0 2 ( L) - 0 • 11111) 56 , 52 , 56 
56 IF(Ql01(L) - TQ101) 52, 52, 54 







C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE APPROPRIATE HEADING AND 
THE INTENSITY DATA 
c 
DIMENSION SAMP (54) ,DQ101 (54) ,DC102 (54) ,QlOl (54) , 
Ql01R(54) ,Cl02 (54) 
2,Cl02R{54} ,QC(S4} ,QCR(54} ,CQ{54) ,CQR(54) ,CALSAP(54) 
WRITE(3,51) MTEMP, MHOURS 
51 FORMAT{'l',45X,'FIRED AT' ,15,' DEGREES CELCIUS FOR 
', 13, I HOURS I) 
IF(NPRINT - 2) 40, 42, 44 
4 0 WRITE ( 3 , 2} 
WRITE(3.5} 
WRITE ( 3, 6) 
WRITE(3,7) 
GO TO 3 
42 WRITE ( 3, 22) 
WRITE ( 3 , 2 4) 
WRITE ( 3, 25) 
WRITE ( 3 , 2 6) 
GO TO 3 
44 WRITE (3, 28) 
WRITE ( 3, 30) 
WRITE (3, 31) 
WRITE ( 3, 32) 
3 LIMITS = L -
N27 = 27 
1 
DO 106 K = 1, LIMITS 
IF {K.NE.N27) GO TO 9 
WRITE { 3, 51) MTEMP, MHOURS 
N27 = N27 + 26 
206 
IF{NPRINT - 2) 4, 23, 29 
4 WRITE ( 3, 2) 
WRITE ( 3, 5) 
WRITE ( 3, 6) 
WRITE { 3, 7) 
GO TO 9 
23 WRITE ( 3, 22) 
WRITE ( 3, 24) 
WRITE ( 3, 25) 
WRITE ( 3, 26) 
GO TO 9 
29 WRITE { 3, 28) 
WRITE { 3, 30) 
WRITE ( 3, 31) 
WRITE ( 3, 32) 
9 IF{DQ101(K) - 0 .11111) 10, 12, 10 
10 IF(DC102(K) - 0.11111) 14, 16, 14 
12 IF(DC102(K) - 0.11111) 18, 20, 18 
14 WRITE ( 3, 15) SAMP(K),CALSAP(K),Q101(K),Q101R(K) ,C102 
(K),C102R(K),QC 
2 (K) , QCR (K) , CQ (K) , CQR{K) 
GO TO ·106 
16 WRITE ( 3, 17) SAMP(K), CALSAP.(K) , Q101{K), Q101R(K) 
GO TO 106 
18 WRITE ( 3, 19) SAMP (K) , CALSAP(K), C102(K), C102R(K) 
GO TO 106 
20 WRITE { 3, 21) SAMP (K) , CALSAP{K) 
106 CONTINUE 
2 FORMAT{'0',12X,'INTEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
2D AND .RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF QUARTZ AND CRISTO 
BALITE I) 
5 FORMAT('O','INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP.',9X,'QUARTZ', 
9X, I CRISTOBAL! 
2TE· 1 , 9X, I QUAij.TZ I' 9X, I RELATIVE., 9X, 1 CRISTOBALITE I, 9X, 
207 
' RELATIVE ' ) 
6 FORMAT (' ', 68X, '------------' , 23X, '------------') 
7 FORMAT(' ',6X,' (MOLE % LI.THIA) ', 9X,' (101) ',6X, 'I/10', 
4X,' (102) ',5 
2X,'I/I0',5X,'CRISTOBALITE',8X,'RATI0',13X,'QUARTZ', 
14X, 'RATIO') 





21 FORMAT ( '0', 3X,F7. 3, 7X, F7. 3 1 33X 1 'NONE OF THESE PHASES 
ARE PRESENT ' ) 
22 FORMAT ( '0' 1 13X 1 'IN.TEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
208 
2D AND RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF QUARTZ AND TRIDYMITE') 
24 FORMAT('O','INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP.', 9X,'QUARTZ', 
llX, 'TRIDYMIT 
2E',11X,'QUARTZ', 8X,'RELATIVE.,11X,'TRIDYMITE',10X, 
' RELATIVE ' ) 
25 FORMAT (' ', 70X, '---------', 2GX, '---------') 
26 FORMAT (' ', 6X, ' (MOLE % LITHIA) ' 1 9X 1 ' (101) ', 6X 1 'I/IO' , 
5X,'3.81' ,5X 
2, 'I/IO' ,7X 1 'TRIDYMITE' ,9X, 'RATIO' 1 14X, 'QUARTZ' ,13X, 
RATIO') 
28 FORMAT('0' 1 10X,'INTEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES_ 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
2D AND RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF CRISTOBALITE AND 
TRlDYMITE ') 
30 FORMAT.(' 0' 1 1 INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP. ', 6X, 'CRISTOBALITE', 
SX, 'TRIO 
2YMITE',7X,'CRISTOBALITE',6X,'RELATIVE' 1 11X,'TRIDYMITE', 
lOX, 'RELATI 
3VE ') 
31 FORMAT(' 1 1 68X,'------------'~23X,'------------') 
32 FORMAT (I I, 6X, I (MOLE % LITHIA) I, 9X, I ( 102) I , 6X, I 
I/IO',SX,'3.81',5X 
2, 'I/IO' ,7X, 'TRIDYMITE' ,9X, 'RATIO' ,lOX, 'CRISTOBALITE' I, 






INTERPLANAR SPACING CALCULATION 
X-ray 28 data of the silica diagnostic lines and 
of the alumina (012), (104), and (113) lines are read in. 
A curve based upon the equation of a c1rcle 
2 2 
x + y + Dx + Ey + F = 0 
is fitted to the difference between the experimental 
values and the actual values of the alumina lines. 
From this curve, the interplanar spacings could be 
calculated. Calculated values of a pure quartz sample 
were compared to those in the literature. The average 
0 











THIS DATA CARD SETS THE ALUMINA LINES AS CONSTANTS 
DATA CA012/3.479DO/,CA104/2.552DO/,CA113/2.085DO/ 
73 READ(1,77) MTEMP, MHOURS 
77 FORMAT (2I4) 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.8880) GO TO 73 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.9990) GO TO 23 
93 L=O 
N27 = 28 
THIS SECTION 
WRITE (3, 715) 
WRITE ( 3 , 717 ) 
WRITE(3,720) 
WRITE ( 3, 722) 
WRITE ( 3 I 7 2 4) 
PRINTS THE HEADING 
MTEMP, MHOURS 
715 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,45X,'FIRED AT',15,' DEGREES CELSIUS FOR 
I ' 13 ' I HOURS I ) 
717 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,50X,'INTERPLANAR SPACINGS (ANGSTROMS)') 
720 FORMAT('O','INT COMP FINAL COMP' ,14X,'QUARTZ 1 ,23X, 




724 FORMAT( I I ,4X, 'MOLE % LITHIA' ,6X, I (100) 
(102) 
2 (101) (111) (102) 
3.25 2. 
396 2.47 1 ) 





100 L = L + 1 
c 
C THIS SECTION READS THE DATA, AFTER 26 CARDS ARE READ, 
A NEW HEADING 
C IS PRINTED 
C READ(l,llO) SAMPLE, TQ, TC, T381, A012, Q101, T325, 
Clll, T296, C1 
202, Al04, CTQ, Ql02, All3, CALSAP 
IF(SAMPLE.EQ.99.9) GO TO 23 
IF(SAMPLE.EQ.88.8) GO TO 73 
IF(L.EQ.N27) GO TO 94 
GO TO 997 
996 N27 = N27 + 27 
110 FORMAT(F4.2, 14F5.3) 
c 
C THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE D VALUES 
c 
997 CALL STAND(CA012, A012, DLA012) 
CALL STAND(CA104, A104, DLA104) 




XlYl = -(A012*A012)-(DLA012*DLA012) 
X2Y2 = -(Al04*Al04)-(DLA104*DLA104) 













CALL PEAK DL(TQ,D,E,F,TQSS) 
CALL PEAK DL(TC,D,E,F,TCSS) 
CALL PEAK DL(T381,D,E,F,T381SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(Q10l,D,E,F,Q101SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(T325,D,E,F,T325SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(C111,D,E,F,C111SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(T296,D,E,F,T296SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(C102,D,E,F,C102SS) 
CALL PEAK DL(CTQ,D,E,F,CTQSS) 
CALL PEAK DL(Q102,D,E,F,Q102SS) 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHICH PHASES ARE PRESENT AND 
THEN PRINTS THE 
C APPROPRIATE DATA 
c 
398 IF(CALSAP.EQ.O.O) GO TO 399 
WRITE(3,498) SAMPLE, CALSAP 
GO TO 400 
399 WRITE(3,499) SAMPLE 
400 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 402, 404, 404 
402 WRITE(3,502) Q101SS 
404 IF(C102SS - 6.0DO) 406, 408, 408 
406 WRITE ( 3 , 50 6) C111SS, C102SS 
408 IF(T381SS - 6.0DO) 410, 412, 412 
410 WRITE ( 3, 510) •r381SS 
412 IF(T325SS - 6.0DO) 414, 416, 416 
414 WRITE (3, 514) T325SS 
416 IF(Q102SS - 6.0DO) 418, 420, 420 
418 WRITE ( 3 I 518) Q102SS 
420 IF(T296SS - 6.0DO) 422, 4241 424 
422 WRITE (3, 522) T296SS 
213 
214 
424 IF(TQSS - 6.000) 426, 4341 434 
426 IF(Ql01SS - 6.000) 4301 4321 432 
430 IF (T381SS - 6.000) 4341 4361 436 
436 IF(T325SS - 6. 000) 4341 438 1 438 
438 WRITE(3,538) TQSS 
GO TO 434 
432 WRITE ( 3 1532) TQSS 
434 IF(TCSS - 6.000) 444, 4461 446 
444 IF(T381SS - 6. 000) 448, 4521 452 
452 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 448, 454, 454 
448 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 446, 450, 450 
454 WRITE ( 3 ,554) TCSS 
GO TO 446 
450 WRITE ( 3 I 550) TCSS 
446 IF(CTQSS - 6.000) 458, 460, 460 
458 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 462, 4641 464 
462 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 100, 466, 466 
466 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 100, 468, 468 
468 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 100, 470, 470 
470 WRITE ( 3, 570) CTQSS 
GO TO 100 
464 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 4121 474, 474 
472 IF(T381SS - 6. 000) 100, 476, 476 
476 IF(T325SS - 6. 000) 100, 478, 478 
478 WRITE ( 3 ,578) CTQSS 
GO TO 100 
474 WRITE ( 3 , 57 4) CTQSS 
GO TO 100 
460 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 1001 4801 480 
480 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 1001 4821 482 
482 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 100, 4841 484 
484 WRITE(3,560) 
GO TO 100 
498 FORMAT('O',F7.3,4X,F7.3) 
499 FORMAT (I 0. ,F7. 3) 
c 
502 FORMAT('+' ,30X,F6.4) 
506 FORMAT('+',60X,2(2X,F6.4)) 
510 FORMAT('+' ,102X,F6.4) 
514 FORMAT (I+ I , 110X, F6. 4) 
518 FORMAT ( I + I , 4 6 X, F 6 • 4) 
522 FORMAT('+',118X,F6.4) 
532 FORMAT('+' ,86X,F6.4) 
5 3 8 FORMAT ( I + I , 2 2 X , F 6 • 4 ) 
550 FORMAT('+',94X,F6.4) 
554 FORMAT('+',54X,F6.4) 
560 FORMAT('+',62X,'NO PHASES ARE PRESENT') 
570 FORMAT('+' ,38X,F6.4) 
574 FORMAT('+',126X,F6.4) 
578 FORMAT('+' ,78X,F6.4) 
2 3 WRITE ( 3 , 6 9 8) 
698 FORMAT (I 1', 60X, I END OF JOB I) 
24 STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE STAND(CONST, ALUM ;DLPEAK) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 
OBSERVED D VALUE 







SUBROUTINE PEAKDL(PEAK, D, E, F, PEAKSS) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE D VALUE USING DATA 












INTERPLANAR SPACING STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
This program is similar to the interplanar spacing 
calculation program but with a statistical analysis 
subroutine added. This subroutine performs·a complete 
statistical analysis plus a first order least squares 
calculation. By reading in boundary limits, a given 
set of data can be divided into several sections with a 
separate analysis done upon each section. The program also 
computes the intersection of the lines computed in adjacent 
sections. Through a do loop operation, the same data can 
be analyzed numerous times yet changing the boundary 
limits each time the do loop is incremented. 
217 
c 
REAL*8 SAMP954) ,Q100(54) ,Q101(54) ,Q110(54) ,Q102(54), 
C101(54) ,C111( 
254) ,C102(54) ,C200(54) ,T430(54) ,T408(54) ,T381(54), 
T325(54) ,T296(54) 























L = 0 
N27 = 28 
READ (1, 6) MTEMP, MHOURS 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.8880) GO TO 298 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.9990) GO TO 8 
FORMAT ( 214) 
218 
C THIS DO LOOP READS IN THE LINE BOUNDARY DATA FOR THE LEAST 
C SQUARES ANALYSIS 
c 
DO 46 J = 1, 10 
c 
READ(1,40) (SAPLMT(JJ,J) ,JJ=1,11) 
IF(SAPLMT(1,J).EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 10 
46 CONTINUE 
40 F0RMAT(11F7.3) 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE HEADING 
c 
c 
10 CALL HEAD(MHEAD,MHEAD,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
26 WRITE(3,717) 
WRITE (3, 720) 
WRITE ( 3 , 7 2 2) 
WRITE ( 3, 724) 
717 FORMAT (I 0 I, sox, I INTERPLANAR SPACINGS (ANGSTROMS) I) 
720 FORMAT (I 0 I, I INT COMP FINAL COMP.' ,14X' I QUARTZ I '23X, 
I CRISTOBALITE I ' 
229X,'TRIDYMITE') 
722 FORMAT(' I ,22X,'------------------------------
----------~-------2------------ --------------------------------
--------------') 
724 FORMAT(' I ,4X, 'MOLE %LITHIA' ,6X, I (100) (101) (110) 
(102) 
2 (101 (111) (102) (200) 4.30 4.08 3.81 3.25 2. 
396 2.47') 
IF(L.EQ.N27) GO TO 35 
36 L = L + 1 
C THIS SECTION READS IN THE DATA AND CALCULATES THE 
c 
D VALUES 
READ(1,4.2) SAMP(L) ,TQ,TC,DT381,A012,DQ101,DT325, 
DC111,DT296,DC102, 
2A104,CTQ,DQ102,A113,CALSAP 
IF(SAMP(L) .EQ.9.99D1) GO TO 8 
IF(SAMP(L) .EQ.8.88D1) GO TO 298 
219 
IF(L.EQ.N27) GO TO 10 
42 FORMAT(F4.2,14F5.3) 
GO TO 37 
35 N27 = N27 + 27 
37 CALL STAND(CA012, A012, DLA012) 
CALL STAND(CA104, Al04, DLA104) 




XlYl = -(A012*A012)-(DLA012*DLA012) 
X2Y2 = -(Al04*Al04)-(DLA104*DLA104) 
220 




















CALL PEAKDL ( CTQ, D.,E, F, CTQSS) 
CALL PEAKDL(DQ102,D,~,F,Ql02SS) 
c 
C THESE LINES SET ALL D VALUES TO BE USED IN THE LEASQ 
SUBROUTINE TO ZERO 
c 
c 
44 Q100(L) = 0.000 
Q101(L) = O.ODO 
Q110(L) = O.ODO 
Q102(L) - O.ODO 
C101(L) = O.ODO 
C111(L) = O.ODO 
C102(L) = O.ODO 
C200(L) = O.ODO 
T430(L) = O.ODO 
T408(L) = O.ODO 
T381(L) = O.ODO 
T325(L) = O.ODO 
T296(L) = O.ODO 
T247(L) = O.ODO 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHETHER TO PRINT THE INITIAL 
AND/OR FINAL 
C COMPOSITION DATA 
c 
c 
IF(CALSAP.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 366 
WRITE(3,464) SAMP(L), CALSAP 
SAMP (L) = CAL SAP 
GO TO 165 
366 WRITE(3,466) SAMP(L) 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHICH PHASES ARE PRESENT AND 
THEN PRINTS THE DATA 
c 
165 IF(Q101SS - 6.0DO) 166, 168, 168 
c 
C LINES SUCH AS THIS SET THE D VALUE TO BE USED IN THE· 
LEAST SQUARE 
221 
C CALCULATIONS TO SOME NON-ZERO NUMBER 
c 
166 Q101(L) = Q101SS 
WRITE(3,266) Q101SS 
168 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 170, 172, 172 
170 C102(L) = C102SS 
C111(L) = C111SS 
WRITE(3,270) C111SS, C102SS 
172 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 174, 176, 176 
174 T381(L) = T381SS 
WRITE(3,274) T381SS 
176 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 178, 180, 180 
178 T325(L) = T325SS 
WRITE{3,278) T325SS 
180 IF(Q102SS - 6.0p0) 182, 184, 184 
182 Q102(L) = Q102SS 
WRITE(3,282) Q102SS 
184 IF(T296SS - 6.000) 186, 188, 188 
186 T296(L) : T296SS 
WRITE(3,286) T296SS 
188 IF(TQSS - 6.000) 190, 192, 192 
190 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 194, 196, 196 
194 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 192, 198, 198 
198 IF (T325SS - 6. 000) 192, 200, 200 
196 T430(L) = TQSS 
WRITE(3,296) TQSS 
GO TO 192 
200 Q100(L) = TQSS 
WRITE(3,300) TQSS 
192 IF(TCSS - 6.000) 202, 204, 204 
202 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 210, 206, 206 
206 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 210, 212, 212 
210 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 204, 208, 208 




GO TO 204 
212 C101 (L) = TCSS 
WRITE(3 ,312) TCSS 
204 IF(CTQSS - 6. ODO) 214, 216, 216 
214 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 218, 220, 220 
218 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 36, 222, 222 
222 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 36, 224, 224 
224 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 36, 226, 226 
226 Q110(L) = CTQSS 
WRITE ( 3, 326) CTQSS 
GO TO 36 
220 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 228, 230, 230 
228 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 36, 232, 232 
232 IF(T325SS - 6.000) 36, 234, 234 
234 C200 (L) = CTQSS 
WRITE ( 3, 334) CTQSS 
GO TO 36 
230 T247 (L) = CTQSS 
WRITE (3, 330) CTQSS 
216 IF(Q101SS - 6.000) 36, 233, 233 
233 IF(C102SS - 6.000) 36, 235, 235 
235 IF(T381SS - 6.000) 36, 236, 236 
236 WRITE (3. 336) 
GO TO 36 
464 FORMAT('O' ,F7.3,4X,F7.3) 
466 FORMAT (' 0' , F7. 3) 
266 FORMAT('+' ,30X,F6.4) 
270 FORMAT('+',60X,2(2X,F6.4)) 
274 FORMAT('+' ,102X,F6.4) 
278 FORMAT('+' ,110X,F6.4) 
282 FORMAT ( ' + ' , 4 6X, F 6 • 4) 
286 FORMAT ( '+', 118X ,F6. 4) 
296 FORMAT('+' ,86X,F6.4) 
300 FORMAT{'+' ,22X,F6.4) 
308 FORMATf'+' ,94X,F6.4) 
c 
312 FORMAT('+' ,54X,F6.4) 
326 FORMAT('+',38X,F6.4) 
334 FORMAT('+' ,78X,F6.4) 
330 FORMAT('+',126X,F6.4) 
336 FORMAT (I+ I , 61X, I NO PHASES WERE PRESENT I) 
298 NLIMIT = J - 1 
C THIS DO LOOP ENABLES ONE TO DO SEVERAL LEAST SQUARE 
CALCULATIONS ON THE 
C SAME DATA BUT WITH DIFFERENT LINE BOUNDARIES 
c 
DO 301 M = 1, NLIMIT 
c 
C THESE LINES SET THE ORIGINAL VALUES OF THE LINES 
TO ZERO 
c 
AAQ100 = 0.0 
AAQ101 = 0.0 
AAQ110 = 0.0 
AAQ102 = 0.0 
AAC101 = 0.0 
AAC111 = 0.0 
AAC102 = o.o 
AAC200 = 0.0 
AAT430 = 0.0 
AAT408 = o.o 
AAT381 = 0.0 
AAT325 = 0.0 
AAT296 = o.o 
AAT247 = 0.0 
LMEN = L 
c 
c THIS SECTION PRINTS THE VALUES OF THE LINE BOUNDARIES 
c 
WRITE ( 3, 297) 
224 
c 
297 FORMAT('1',41X,'LEAST SQUARES LINE BOUNDARIES FOR THE 
ABOVE DATA: 1 
2) 
WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 9 ) 
8 8 9 FORMAT ( I I , I I ) 
WRITE(3,299) (SAPLMT(JJ,M) ,JJ=1,11) 
299 FORMAT( 1 0',27X,11F7.3) 
K = 1 






362 BRANGE = SAMP(K) 
TRANGE = SAMP (K) 
364 DO 498 L = K, LMEN 
531 IF (SAMP (L) -BRANGE) 
535 IF(SAMP(L)-TRANGE) 
533 BRANGE = SAMP (L) 
GO TO 496 
537 TRANGE = SAMP (L) 
THIS DO LOOP CALLS 
A LINE BOUNDARY IS 
ENCOUNTERED 
496 FO 498 LL = 1, 11 
533, 496, 535 
496, 496, 537 
IN THE LEASQ SUBROUTINE EACH TIME 
IF{SAMP{L) - SAPLMT(LL,M)) 498, 500, 498 
498 CONTINUE 
526 WRITE{3,1372} 
GO TO 301 
1372 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,49X, 1 THE SAMPLE LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED'} 
c 
C THIS SECTION CALLS IN THE LEASQ SUBROUTINES 
c 









NPRINT = 3 
CALL LEASQ(K,L,BRANGE,TRANGE,AAQllO,BBQllO,QllO,SAMP, 
RBQllO,RTQllO 
2 ,NQllO ,NQlOl,MTEMP ,MHOURS ,NN ,NPRINT ,T) 








NPRINT = 6 
CALL LEASQ (K,L ,BRANGE,TRANGE ,AAClll ,BBClll,Clll,SAMP, 
RBClll,RTClll 
2,NClll,NC101,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN,NPRINT,T) 
NPRINT = 7 
CALL LEASQ(K,L,BRANGE,TRANGE,AAC102,BBC102,Cl02,SAMP, 
RBC102,RTC102 
2 ,NC102 ,NClll ,MTEMP,MHOURS ,NN ,NPRINT ,T) 




NPRINT = 9 
CALL LEASQ(K,L,BRANGE,TRANGE,AAT430,BBT430,T430,SAMP, 
RBT430,RTT430 
2 ,NT4 30 ,N.C200 ,MTEMP ,MHOURS ,NN ,NPRINT ,T) 














NPRIN'I' :::::: 13 
CALL LEASQ(K,L,BRANGE,TRANGE,AAT296,BBT296,T296,SAMP, 
RBT 2 9 6 , FT'l' 2 9 6 
2,NT296,NT325,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN,NPRINT,T) 





C THIS INCIU!:.MENTS K SO THAT THE NEXT ANALYSIS REGION 
WILL BEC;tN 
c 
K = L -f. 1 
IF(K - L~~) 362, 301, 301 
301 CONTINUE: 
GO TO 2 
8 WRITE ( 3 , 13 '7 4) 





C SUBROtfl'l~~ HEAD DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT A NEW PAGE 
IS BEGUN, .A NEW PAGE 
C IS ST~~'l'ED ONLY WHEN THE CURRENT AND THE PRECEDING LINE 
HAVE LESS THAN 
C THREE VALUES 
c 
9 IF(N - 1) 101, 101, 103 
101 IF(NQ100 - 1) 105, 105, 103 
103 NN = 0 
20 WRITE{3,30) MTEMP, MHOURS 
RETURN 
228 
30 FORMAT('1' ,45X,'FIRED AT',15,' DEGREES CELSIUS FOR',13,' 
HOURS I) 
c 
105 NN = NN + 3 
IF(NN.GT.15) GO TO 103 
WRITE { 3, 11) 
11 FORMAT{////' ') 
107 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STAND(CONST, ALUM, DLPEAK) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
THE EXPERIMENTAL 




DLPEAK = 0.77089DO/DSIN(ALUM/1.145916D2) - CONST 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PEAKDL{PEAK, D, E, F, PEAKSS) 
C SUBROUTINE PEAKDL CALCULATES THE D VALUES 
c 
REAL*8 PEAK,D,E,F,PEAKSS 









C SUBROUTINE LEASQ PERFORMS ALL STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS 
c 
c 
DIMENSION CALCY(54) ,DELY(54) 







N = 0 
C THIS DO LOOP ALLOWS ONLY THOSE LINES WITH POSITIVE D 
VALUES TO BE ENTERED 
C INTO THE STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS 
c 
c 
DO 100 I = K, L 
IF(PEAK(I) .EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 100 
N = N + 1 
Y(N) = PEAK(I) 
X(N) = SAMP(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
IF(N - 1) 9, 9, 117 
C THESE LINES SET THE INITIAL SUMS TO ZERO 
c 
117 SX = O.ODO 
SX2 = O.ODO 
SY = O.ODO 
SY2 = O.ODO 
SXY·= O~ODO 
SXXBAR = 0. ODO 
229 
SXXBR2 = O.ODO 
SYYBAR = O.ODO 
SYYBR2 = O.ODO 
SXYBR2 = O.ODO 
YMIN = y (1) 
YMAX = y (1) 
XMIN = X(1) 
XMAX = X(1) 
c 
C THIS DO LOOP SUMS THE VARIABLES AND DETERMINES THE 
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM 















DO 529 IA = 1 1 N 
SX = SX + X(IA) 
SX2 = SX2 + X(IA)*X(IA) 
SY = SY + Y(IA) 
SY2 = SY2 +.Y(IA)*Y(IA) 
SXY = SXY + X(IA)*Y(IA) 
IF(Y(IA) - YMIN) 556, 728, 
IF (Y(IA) - YMAX) 728, 728, 
YMIN = Y(IA) 
GO TO 728 
YMAX = Y(IA) 
IF (X(IA) - XMIN) 732, 529, 
IF (X(IA) - XMAX) 5291 529, 
XMIN = X(IA) 
GO TO 529 






THIS SECTION PRINTS THE CORRECT HEADING 
CALL HEAD(N,NQ100,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
GO TO . ( 7021676,678 I 681 I 682,684,500,688,690,692 I 694·, 




702 WRITE ( 3, 8 7 0) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
676 WRITE(3,971) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
678 WRITE ( 3 , 9 7 2) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
681 WRITE ( 3 ; 10 2 0) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
682 WRITE ( 3, 1052) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
684 WRITE ( 3, 1084) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
500 WRITE ( 3, 1116) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
688 WRITE ( 3, 1148) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
690 WRITE(3,1180) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
692 WRITE(3,1212) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
694 WRITE ( 3,124 4) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
696 WRITE ( 3,12 76) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
698 WRITE ( 3, 1308) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
700 WRITE ( 3, 1340) RGMIN, RGMAX 
870 FORMAT ( '0', 11X, 'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE QUARTZ 
100 PLANE D 
2 SPACE VALUES BETWEEN';F7.3,' AND',F7.3,' LITHIA MOLE 
PERCENT') 
971 FORMAT('0',11X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE QUARTZ 
101 PLANE D 




972 FORMAT('0',11X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE QUARTZ 
110 PLANE D 
2 SPACE VALUES BETWEEN',F7.3,' AND',F7.3,' LITHIA MOLE 
PERCENT I) 
1020 FORMAT('O' ,11X'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE QUARTZ 
102 PLANE D 
2 SPACE VALUES BETWEEN',F7.3,' AND',F7.3,' LITHIA MOLE 
PERCENT') 
1052 FORMAT('O', 8X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE CRISTO 
BALITE 101 P 
2LANE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN I ,F7. 3, I AND I, F7. 3, I LITHIA 
MOLE PERCEN 
3T I) 
1084 FORMAT('O', 8X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE CRISTO 
BALITE 111 P 
2LANE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN I , F7. 3, I AND I , F7. 3, I LITHIA 
MOLE PERCEN 
3T I) 
1148 FORMAT('O', 8X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE CRISTO 
BALITE 200 P 
2LANE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN' ,F7.3,' AND',F7.3, 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCEN 
3T I) 
1116 FORMAT('O', 8X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE CRISTO 
BALITE 102 P 
2LANE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN' ,F7. 3,' AND' ,F7. 3, 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCEN 
3T I) 
1180 FORMAT('0 1 , 9X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
4.30 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN',F7.3,' AND',F7.3,' LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT ' 
3) 
1212 FORMAT('0 1 , 9X, 'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
4.08 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN 1 ,F7.3, 1 AND 1 ,F7.3, 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT 1 
3) 
233 
1244 FORMAT( 1 0 1 , 9X, 1 A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
3.81 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN 1 ,F7.3, 1 AND 1 ,F7.3, 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT 1 
3) 
1276 FORMAT{'O', 9X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
3.25 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN 1 ,F7.3 1 1 AND 1 1F7.3 1 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT 1 
3) 
1308 FORMAT( 1 0 1 , 9X 1 1 A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
2.96 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN 1 ,F7.3 1 1 AND 1 1F7.3 1 ' LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT 1 
3) 
1340 FORMAT{ 1 0 1 , 9X, 1 A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF THE TRIDYMITE 
2.47 PLA 
2NE D SPACE VALUES BETWEEN' 1F7.3 1 1 AND 1 1F7.31 1 LITHIA 
MOLE PERCENT 1 
3} 
108 IF(ASLOPE.NE.O.O} GO TO 669 
AYXO = 0.0 
669 IF (N - 1} 670 I 672 I 674 
6 7 0 WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 8} 
WRITE(3 1868) RGMIN, RGMAX 
RETURN 
672 WRITE ( 3 I 888) 
WRITE(3,874} RGMIN, RGMAX 
RETURN 
674 D = N 
XBAR = SX/D 
YBAR = SY/D 
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c 
C THIS DO LOOP SUMS THE VARIABLES DEPENDENT UPON THE MEAN 
c 
c 
DO 102 J = 1, N 
SXXBAR = SXXBAR + (X(J) - XBAR) 
SXXBR2 = SXXBR2. + (X(J) - XBAR) * (X(J} 
SYYBAR = SYYBAR + (Y(J) - YBAR) 
SYYBR2 = SYYBR2 + (Y (J) - YBAR)*(Y(J) 
102 CONTINUE 
IF(SXXBR2.LT.0.1D-8) GO TO 871 
IF(SYYBR2.LT.0.1D-8) GO TO 869 
610 SLOPE = (D*SXY - SX*SY)/(D*SXXBR2) 
YXO = (SY*SX2 - SXY*SX)/(D*SXXBR2) 
IF(SLOPE.EQ.ASLOPE) GO TO 680 
- XBAR) 
- YBAR) 
C THESE TWO LINES CALCULATE THE LINE INTERSECTION POINT 
c 
680 
XTERCP = (YXO - AYXO)/(ASLOPE - SLOPE) 
YTERCP = (-SLOPE*AYXO + ASLOPE*YXO)/(ASLOPE - SLOPE) 
XRANGE = XMAX - XMIN 
YRANGE = YMAX - YMIN 
HFYRGE = YRANGE/2.0 
YMNDWN = SLOPE*XMIN + YXO 
YMXDWN = SLOPE*XMAX + YXO 
XVAR = SXXBR2/(D - 1. ODO) 
XSD = DSQRT(XVAR) 
YVAR = SYYBR2/(D - 1. ODO) 
YSD = DSQRT (YVAR) 
COECOR = DABS(SLOPE)*DSQRT(SXXBR2/SYYBR2) 
DO 110 JB = 1, N 
SXYBR2 = SXYBR2+((Y(JB)-YBAR)-SLOPE*(X(JB)-XBAR))* 
((Y(JB)-YBAR}-SL 
20PE* (X(JB) -XBAR)) 
110 CONTINUE 
XBARVR = XVAR/D 
XBARSD = DSQRT (XBARVR) 
YBARVR = YVAR/D 
YBARSD = DSQRT (YBARVR) 
NDF1 = N - 1 
31 IF(NDFl - 30) 40, 40, 32 
32 IF (NDF1 - 35) 34, 34, 36 
34 NDFl = 30 
GO TO 40 
36 IF(NDF1- 50) 38, 38, 42 
38 NDF1 = 31 
GO TO 40 
42 NDFl = 32 
40 XBAR95 = T(NDF1)*XBARSD 
YBAR95 = T(NDF1)*YBARSD 
Y95 = T(NDF1)*YSD 
X95 = T(NDF1)*XSD 
WRITE(3,876) SY, SX 
WRITE(3,878) SY2, SX2 
WRITE(3,880) SYYBAR, SXXBAR 
WRITE ( 3 I 8 8 4) s XY 
WRITE ( 3,885) SXXBR2 
WRITE(3,887) SYYBR2 
WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 6) N 
WRITE(3,904) YRANGE, XRANGE 
WRITE(3,906) YMAX, XMAX 
WRITE(3,908) YMIN, XMIN 
WRITE(3,910) YBAR, XBAR 
WRITE(3,911) YBARVR, XBARVR 
WRITE(3,913) YBARSD, XBARSD 
WRITE(3,912) YVAR 1 XVAR 
WRITE(3,914) YSD 1 XSD 
IF(N - 2) 916, 916, 918 
916 WRITE ( 3 I 920) 
WRITE ( 3 I 9 21) 
GO TO 986 
918 RESVAR = SXYBR2/(D - 2.000) 
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ERRMEA = DSQRT ( RESVAR) 
TSTAT = DABS(SLOPE)/DSQRT(RESVAR/SXXBR2) 
SLPLMT = DSQRT(RESVAR/SXXBR2) 
YXOLMT = DSQRT((RESVAR*SX2)/(D*SXXBR2)) 
FRATIO = YVAR/RESVAR 
NDF2 = N - 2 
11 IF(NDF2 - 30) 10, 10, 12 
12 IF(NDF2 - 35) 14, 14, 16 
14 NDF2 = 30 
GO TO 10 
16 IF(NDF2 - 50) 20, 20, 22 
20 NDF2 = 31 
GO TO 10 
22 NDF2 = 32 
10 SLP95 = T(NDF2)*SLPLMT 
YX095 = T(NDF2)*YXOLMT 
932 WRITE(3,936) ERRMEA 
WRITE(3,947) 
WRITE ( 3, 966) 
WRITE ( 3, 9 3 7) 
COECOR 
RESVAR 






WRITE ( 3, 970) 
WRITE ( 3, 967) YXO, YXOLMT 
WRITE ( 3, 970) 
GO TO 987 
WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 8) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 3 7) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 3 8) 
WRITE { 3, 940) 




IF (N - 2) 300, 300, 
WRITE { 3, 980) 
GO TO 303 
WRITE ( 3, 214) TSTAT, 
IF(TSTAT- T(NDF2)) 
WRITE ( 3, 215) 
301 
T (NDF2) 
115, 120, 120 
236 
237 
214 FORMAT( 1 0 1.,50X, 1 T STATISTIC: 1 ,F7.3,5X, 1 T(N- 2): 1 ,F7.3) 
215 FORMAT( 1 0 1 16X, 1 THERE IS NOT A LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN M/0 LITH 
2IA AND THE D SPACE VALUES AT THE 0.05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFIC 
ANCE I) 
GO TO 303 
120 WRITE(3,220) 
220 FORMAT ( 1 0 1 , lOX, 1 THERE IS A LINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
M/0 LITHIA 
2 AND THE D SPACE VALUES AT THE 0. 05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 1 ) 
303 W~ITE(3,942) 
WRITE(3 1944) XMIN 1 YMNDWN 
WRITE (3 I 945) 
WRITE(3,946) XMAX 1 YMXDWN 
IF(ASLOPE.NE.O.O) GO TO 948 
GO TO 950 
948 IF(ASLOPE.EQ.SLOPE) GO TO 949 
IF(XTERCP.GT.99.9999) GO TO 949 
IF(XTERCP.LT.-9.9999) GO TO 949 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 54) RXMIN , RXMAX 1 XTERCP, YTE RCP 
GO TO 950 
949 WRITE(3,888) 
WRITE(3,953) RXMIN 1 RXMAX 
950 CALL HEAD (N ,NQlOO 1MTEMP.1MHOURS 1NN) 
WRITE ( 3 I 957) 
WRITE ( 3, 888) 
WRITE ( 3 I 959) Y95 
WRITE ( 3 I 961) X95 
WRITE ( 3 1 962) YBAR95 
WRITE(3,963) XBAR95 
IF(N - 2) 600, 6001 952 
952 WRITE(3 1888) 
WRITE ( 3 1 964) SLP95 
WRITE ( 3 I 965) YX095 
WRITE ( 3 I 9 6 9) 
c 
WRITE (3 ,974) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 7 5) 




WRITE ( 3 , 9 7 8 ) 
WRITE(3,979) NDF1, NDF1 
IF(N.LE.9) GO TO 600 
951 CALL HEAD (N ,NQ100 ,MTEMP.,MHOURS ,NN) 
GO TO 602 
600 WRITE(3,969) 
602 WRITE(3,955) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 5 6) 
RXMIN = RGMIN 
RXMAX = RGMAX 
ASLOPE = SLOPE 
AYXO = YXO 





N27 = 27 
DO 958 JA = 1 I N 
CALCY(JA) = SLOPE*X(JA) + YXO 
DELY(JA) = Y(JA) - CALCY(JA) 
WRITE(31960) X(JA) I Y(JA) I CALCY(JA) I DELY(JA) 
IF{JA.NE.N27) GO TO 958 
CALL HEAD{N 1NQ100 1MTEMP 1MHOURS 1NN) 
N27 = N27 + 26 
WRITE ( 3 I 955) 
WRITE { 3 I 9 56) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
WRITE ( 3, 8 88) 
WRITE ( 3, 612) YBAR 
RETURN 
WRITE ( 3 , 88 8) 
238 
WRITE(3,982) XBAR 
612 FORMAT('0',39X, 'ANALYSIS YIELDS A HORIZONTAL LINE: 
A= 0.0,. B =', 
2F7.2) 
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868 FORMAT('0',5X,'NO PEAKS WERE PRESENT BETWEEN SAMPLE', 
F7.3,' M/0 LI 
2THIA AND SAMPLE',F7.3,' M/0 LITHIA, THEREFORE NO 
ANALYSIS WAS POSS 
3IBLE I) 
874 FORMAT('O', 3X,'ONLY ONE PEAK WAS PRESENT BETWEEN 
SAMPLE',F7.3,' M 
2/0 LITHIA AND SAMPLE',F7.3,' M/0 LITHIA, THEREFORE NO 
ANALYSIS WAS 
3 POSSIBLE I) 
876 FORMAT('0',32X,'SUM OF THE D SPACINGS: ',F9.4,29X, 
'SUM OF THE SAMPL 
2ES: I , F9. 3) 
878 FORMAT('0',24X, 'SUM OF THE SQUARED D SPACINGS:' ,F9.4, 
21 X , I sUM OF T 
2HE SQUARED SAMPLES: 1 ,F9.3) 
880 FORMAT('0',11X,'SUM OF EACH D SPACE MINUS THE D SPACE 
MEAN : I , F 15 . 1 
20,1X, 'SUM OF EACH SAMPLE MINUS THE SAMPLE MEAN: ',F16.10) 
884 FORMAT('0',37X,'SUM OF EACH SAMPLE MULTIPLIED BY ITS 
D SPACING: 1 , F 
210.4) 
885 FORMAT('O' ,28X,'SUM OF THE SQUARES OF EACH SAMPLE MINUS 
THE SAMPLE 
2 MEAN: ',1X,F18.13) 
886 FORMAT('O' ,57X, 'NUMBER OF SAMPLES ANALYZED:' ,2X,13) 
887 FORMAT('O' ,26X, 'SUM OF THE SQUARES OF EACH D SPACE MINUS 
THE D SPA 
2CE MEAN: I ,1X,F18.13) 
888 FORMAT(' , I 1 ) 
240 
904 FORMAT('0' 1 38X1 'D SPACING RANGE: I ,F9.4135XI 'SAMPLE RANGE: 
I 
,F9. 3) 
906 FORMAT('0',39X1 'D SPACING HIGH: ',F9.4,36X, 'SAMPLE HIGH: 
I 
I F9. 3) 
908 FORMAT( '0' 1 40X 1 'D SPACING LOW: I ,F9. 4 I 31X, I SAMPLE LOW: 
I 
1 F9. 3) 
910 FORMAT( '0' ,39X 1 'D SPACING MEAN:',F9.4 136X,'SAMPLE MEAN: 
I 
, F9. 3) 
911 FORMAT('0',30X, 'D SPACING MEAN VARIANCE: ',2X,F18.15, 
16X, I SAMPLE ME 
2AN VARIANCE : I , F 12 • 6) 
912 FORMAT (I 0 I' 35X, I D SPACING VARIANCE: I' 2X,F18 .15, 21X, 
' SAMPLE VARIANC 
2E: ' , 2X, F8. 4) 
913 FORMAT('0',20X,'D SPACING MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION: 
',2X,F9.6,15X,'S 
2AMPLE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION: ',F10.4) 
914 FORMAT('0',25X,'D SPACING STANDARD DEVIATION: ',2X, 
F9. 6,20X, 'SAMPLE 
2 STANDARD DEVIATION:',2X,F8.4) 
920 FORMAT('O' ,15X,'ONLY TWO PEAKS WERE PRESENT, THEREFORE, 
THE MEAN S 
2QUARE DEVIATION, THE STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT, ') 
921 FORMAT(' ',15X,'THE RESIDUAL VARIANCE, AND THE LIMITS 
OF THE SLOPE 
2 AND INTERCEPT COULD NOT BE CALCULATED') 
936 FORMAT('O' ,47X, 'STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT:' ,F9.6) 
937 FORMAT('0',52X,'FOR THE EQUATION D SPACE= A*(M/0 LITHIA) 
+ B: I) 
938 FORMAT (I 0 I ,66XI I VALUE OF A: I IF9. 4) 
940 FORMAT(' ',66X,'VALUE OF B:'~F9.4) 
941 FORMAT('0',48X1 '0NE-HALF THE D SPACING RANGE: '~F9.4) 
942 FORMAT (I 0' I 85X, I SAMPLE D SPACING I) 
944 FORMAT('0',85X,F6.3,6X,F6.4) 
945 FORMAT(' ',30X,'THE COMPUTED LINE MAY BE DRAWN THROUGH 
THE POINTS 
20F: ') 
946 FORMAT(' ',85X,F6o3,6X,F6o4) 
947 FORMAT('0',50X, 'COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION: ',F9o6) 
953 FORMAT('0',26X,'THIS LINE AND THE LINE FROM',F7o3,' 
TO' ,F7 o 3,' M/0 
2 LITHIA ARE PRACTICALLY PARALLEL') 
954 FORMAT ( '0', 14X, 'THIS LINE AND THE LINE FROl1' ,F7 o 3,' 
TO' , F7 o 3, ' M/0 
2 LITHIA INTERSECT AT:',1X,F7o3,5X,F7o4) 
955 FORMAT('0',24X,'THE DIFFERENCE BETwEEN THE ACTUAL D 
SPACE AND THE 
2CALCULATED D SPACE FOR EACH SAMPLE') 
241 
956 FORMAT('0',40X,'SAMPLE' ,5X,'D SPACING',5X,'CALCULATED D', 
5X, 'DIFFE 
2RENCE') 
957 FORMAT('0',55X,'95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS') 
959 FORMAT('0',54X,'ON THE D SPACINGS:',F9o5) 
960 FORMAT('0',39X,F7o3,7X,F6o4,9X,F6o4 1 9X,F7.4) 
961 FORMAT ( '0' , 57X, 'ON THE SAMPLES: ',F9 o 5) 
962 FORMAT('O',SOX,'ON THE D SPACING MEAN:',F9o5) 
963 FORMAT('0',53X,'ON THE SAMPLE MEAN: ',F9o5) 
964 FORMAT('O' ,59X,'ON THE SLOPE:',F9o5) 
965 FORMAT( '0' ,53X, 'ON THE Y INTERCEPT:' ,F9o5) 
966 FORMAT('0',36X,'MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION--RESIDUAL VARIANCE: 
',F1Bo15) 
967 FORMAT(' ',66X, 'VALUE OF B: I ,F9o4, I + ',F8o4) 
968 FORMAT('O' ,66X,'VALUE OF A:',F9o4,' + ',F8o4) 
969 FORMAT (' I,;/) 
9 70 FORMAT (I+' , 8 7X, ' ') 
974 FORMAT('O' ,63X,'F TEST') 
975 FORMAT('0',13X,'TO TEST THE HYPOTHESIS: D SPACING 
VARIANCE = RESI 
2DUAL VARIANCE AT THE 10 PER CENT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE') 
976 FORMAT<' o', sax, 'F RATIO:' ,F7 o 3) 
242 
977 FORMAT('0',47X,'DEGREES OF FREEDOM:',13) 
978 FORMAT('0',45X,'REJECT IFF GREATER THAN: OR LESS 
THAN:') 
979 FORMAT('0',30X,'THESE VALUES ARE THE 95 PERCENT AND 
THE 5 PER CENT 
2 VALUES OF F (', 13,', ', 13, ') I) 
980 FORMAT('0',25X,'THE T TEST AND THE F TEST COULD NOT BE 
DONE BECAUS 
2E THERE ARE ONLY TWO PEAKS PRESENT') 
982 FORMAT('0',22X,'ANALYSIS YIELDS A VERTICAL LINE, THE 
COMPOSITIONAL 
2 AVERAGE IS' ,F7. 3,' MOLE PERCENT LITHIA') 
873 RETURN 
END 
VOLUME PERCENT STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The main program and subroutines are similar to 
the volume percent calculation program. The LEASQ 
subroutine is similar to the LEASQ subroutine in the 
interplanar spacing statistical analysis program. The 
main difference is that lines of zero intensity are 







REAL*8 SAMP (54) ,Q101 (54) ,C102 (54) ,T381 (54) ,FLQ101 (54), 
FLC102(54),F 
2LT381(54) ,RATQC(54),RATCQ(54) ,RATQT(54) IRATTQ(54) I 
RATCT(54) ,RATTC( 
354) ,Q101R(54) ,C102R(54) ,T381R(54) IQCR(54) ICQR(54) I 
QTR(54) ITQR(54) I 
4CTR(54) ,TCR(54) 1QC(54) ,QT(54) ,TQ(54) ,CT(54) 1TC(54), 
DQ101(54 
5),DC102(54) 1DT381(54) ,SAPLMT(11 110) ,Q101I(54) ,C102I(54), 
T381I (54) 













THESE CARDS SET THE INITIAL INTENSITY VALUES TO ZERO 
TQ101 = o.ooo 
TC102 = o.ooo 
TT381 = o.ooo 
TQC = O.ODO 
TCQ = o.ooo 
TQT = o.ooo 
TTQ = o.ooo 
TCT = o.ooo 
TTC = o.ooo 
c 
READ ( 1 , 3 3) MTEMP , MHOURS 
33 FORMAT (2I4) 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.9990) GO TO 8 
C THIS DO LOOP READS IN LINE BOUNDARY DATA 
c 
c 
DO 46 J = 1, 10 
READ(1,40) (SAPLMT(JJ,J), JJ = 1,11) 
IF(SAPLMT(1,J}.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 10 
46 CONTINUE 
245 
C THIS DO LOOP READS IN THE INTENSITY DATA, DIVIDES EACH 
LINE INTENSITY BY 
C THE INTENSITY OF THE ALUMINA LINE, CALCULATES THE 
RELATIVE RATIOS, AND 
C DETERMINES THE MOST INTENSE LINE 
c 
40 FORMAT(13F7.3) 
10 DO 100 L = 1, 54 




IF(SAMP(L).EQ.8.88D1) GO TO 101 
IF(SAMP(L).EQ.9.99D1) GO TO 8 
IF(DQ101(L) - 0.11111DO) 200, 202, 200 
202 IF(DQ100 - 0.11111DO} 204, 200, 204 
204 DQ101(L) = 4.0392DO*DQ100 



































C THESE LINES SET THE INITIAL VALUE OF EACH LINE AND 
THE RATIOS TO ZERO 
c 
44 QlOl (L) = O.ODO 
C102(L) = O.ODO 
T38l(L) = O.ODO 
QCZ(L) = O.ODO 
CQZ (L) = O.ODO 
QTZ (L) = O.ODO 
TQZ (L) = O.ODO 
CTZ(L) = O.ODO 
TCZ(L} = O.ODO 
c 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES IF A PHASE IS PRESENT, AND IF 
PRESENT, SETS THE 
c STATISTICAL DATUM TO SOME POSITIVE VALUE 
c 
217 IF(DQ101(L) 
- 0.11111DO) 218, 228, 218 
218 Q101(L) = Q101I(L) 
IF (DC102 (L) - 0.11111DO) 220, 222, 220 
220 C102(L) = C102I(L) 
QCZ (L) = QC(L) 
CQZ (L) = CQ(L) 
IF (DT381 (L) - 0.11111DO) 224, 100, 224 
224 CTZ (L) = CT (L) 
TCZ (L) = TC(L) 
226 T381(L) = T381I(L) 
QTZ (L) = QT(L) 
TQZ (L) = TQ(L) 
GO TO 100 
222 IF (DT381 (L) - 0 .11111DO) 226, 100, 226 
228 IF(DC102(L) - 0.11111DO) 230, 223, 230 
230 C102(L) = C102I(L) 
IF (DT381 (L) - 0.11111DO) 231, 100, 231 
223 IF (DT381 (L) - 0.11111DO) 216, 100, 216 
231 T381(L) - T381I{L) 
CTZ(L) - CT(L) 
TCZ (L) - TC (L) 
GO TO 100 
216 T381 (L) = T381I (L) 
100 CONTINUE 
101 LIMIT = L - 1 
c 
C THIS DO LOOP CALCULATES THE RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
c 
DO 102 M = 1, LIMIT 
IF(TQ101.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 600 
Q101R(M) = (Q101I(M)/TQ101)*1.0D2 
600 IF(TC102.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 602 
C102R(M) = (102I. (M) /TC102) *1. OD2 
247 
c 
602 IF(TT381.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 604 
T381R(M) = (T381I(M)/TT381)*1.0D2 
604 IF(TQC.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 606 
QCR(M) = (QC(M)/TQC)*1.0D2 
CQR(M) = (CQ(M)/TCQ)*1.0D2 
606 IF(TQT.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 608 
QTR(M) = (QT(M)/TQT)*1.0D2 
TQR(M) = (TQ(M)/TTQ)*1.0D2 
608 IF(TCT.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 102 
CTR(M) = (CT(M)/TCT)*1.0D2 
TCR(M) = (TC(M)/TTC)*1.0D2 
102 CONTINUE 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE CALCULATED VALUES 
c 
DO 104 NL = 1, LIMIT 
IF (Q101 (NL)) 4 I 104, 4 
104 CONTINUE 
GO TO 108 




108 DO 110 KL = 1, LIMIT 
IF(Q101(KL)) 22, 110, 22 
22 IF(T381(KL)) 20, 110, 20 
110 CONTINUE 
GO TO 112 




112 DO 114 KM = 1, LIMIT 
IF(C102(KM)) 26, 28, 26 




GO TO 398 









3 9 8 CALL HEAD ( MHEAD, MHEAD, MTEMP , MHOURS , NN) 
WRITE { 3, 400) 
WRITE { 3, 401) 
WRITE { 3, 403) 
WRITE ( 3 , 4 0 5) 
400 FORMAT('0',42X,'VOLUME PERCENTS AND RATIOS OF THESE 
PERCENTAGES 1 ) 





403 FORMAT(' ',59X,'------------ ------------ ---------
2---------- ------------') 
405 FORMAT{' ',6X,'(MOLE% LITHIA) ',8X,'(l01) ',5X,'(102} ', 
7X,'3.81',4X 
2,'CRISTOBALITE QUARTZ',5X,'TRIDYMITE QUARTZ',5X, 
'TRIDYMITE C 
3RISTOBALITE I} 
C THIS DO LOOP CALCULATES THE VOLUME PERCENTS 
c 
N28 = 28 
DO 402 LM = 1, LIMIT 
IF(Q101(LM)) 404, 406, 404 
404 PRQ101 = (Q101(LM)/1.113164D1)*1.0D2 
GO TO 416 
406 PRQ101 = O.ODO 
416 IF(C102(LM)) 408, 410, 408 
408 PRC102 = (C102(LM)/1.99486D0)*1.0D2 
GO TO 418 
410 PRC102 = O.ODO 
418 IF(T381(LM)) 412, 414, 412 
412 PRT381 = (T381(LM)/4.0323DO)*l·OD2 
GO TO 420 
414 PRT381 = O.ODO 
420 TOTPR = PRQ101 + PRC102 + PRT381 
COMPPR = l.OD2/TOTPR 
FLQ101(LM) = COMPPR*PRQ101 
FLC102(LM) = COMPPR*PRC102 
FLT38l(LM) = COMPPR*PRT381 
IF(LM.NE.N28) GO TO 423 
CALL HEAD (MHEAD ,MHEAD,Ml'EMP ,.MHOURS ,NN) 
N28 ::: N28 + 27 
WRITE ( 3 , 4 0 0 ) 
WRITE ( 3, 401) 
WRITE ( 3, 403) 
WRITE ( 3 , 4 0 5) 
c 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHICa PHASES A~ PRESB~T, 
CALCULATES THE VOLUME 
C PERCENT RATIOS, AND PR!~TS Ta~ APPROPRIATE DATA 
c 
423 IF (FLQ101 (LM)) 450, 452, 450 
450 IF (FLC102 (LM)) 4541 456, 454 
452 IF (FLC102 (LM)) 458, 460, 458 
454 RATQC(LM} = FLQ101(LM)/FLC102(LM) 
RATCQ(LM) = FLC102(LM)/FLQ10l(LM) 
IF (FLT381 (LM)) 462, 4641 462 
456 IF(FLT381(LM}) 466, 468, 466 
458 IF (FLT381 {LM)) 470, 472, 470 
250 
460 IF(FLT38l{LM)) 474, 476, 474 
462 RATQT(LM) = FLQ10l(LM)/FLT38l(LM) 
RATTQ(LM) = FLT38l(LM)/FLQ10l(LM) 
RATCT(LM) = FLC102(LM)/FLT38l(LM) 
RATTC(LM) = FLT38l(LM)/FLC102(LM) 




GO TO 402 
464 WRITE(3,484) SAMP(LM) ,CALSAP(LM) ,FLQ10l(LM),FLC102 
(LM) , RATQC (LM) , R 
2ATCQ(LM) 
GO TO 402 
466 RATQT(LM) = FLQ10l(LM)/FLT38l(LM) 
RATTQ(LM) = FLT38l(LM)/FLQ10l(LM) 
WRITE(3,486) SAMP(LM) ,CALSAP(LM) ,FLQ10l(LM),FLT381 
(LM) ,RATQT(LM),R 
2ATTQ (LM) 
GO TO 402 
468 WRITE(3,488) SAMP(LM),CALSAP(LM),FLQlOl(LM) 
GO TO 402 
470 RATCT(LM) = FLC102(LM)/FLT38l(LM) 
RATTC(LM) = FLT38l(LM)/FLC102(LM) 
WRITE(3,490) SAMP(LM),CALSAP(LM),FLC102(LM) ,FLT381 
(LM) , RATCT (LM) , R 
2ATTC(LM) 
GO TO 402 
472 WRITE(3,492) SAMP(LM),CALSAP(LM) ,FLC102(LM) 
GO TO 402 
474 WRITE(3,494) SAMP(LM),CALSAP(LM),FLT38l(LM) 
GO TO 402 
476 WRITE(3,497) SAMP(LM), CALSAP(LM) 
402 CONTINUE 
482 FORMAT('0',3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,2(4X,F6.2),6X,F6.2,1X, 





484 FORMAT('0',3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,2(4X,F6.2) ,13X,2(4X 1 F9.4)) 
486 FORMAT('0',3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,4X,F6.2 1 16X 1 F6.2,29X,2(1X, 
F9.4)) 
488 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3 1 7X,F7.3,4X,F6.2) 
490 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3 1 7X,F7.3, 8X 1 2(6X,F6.2) ,49X,2(4X,F9.4)) 
492 FORMAT('0' 1 3X 1 F7.3 1 7X,F7.3,14X,F6.2) 
494 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3 1 7X,F7.3,26X 1 F6.2) 
497 FORMAT('0',3X 1 F7.3,7X,F7.3,41X,'NO PHASES ARE PRESENT') 
298 DO 118 LR = 1, LIMIT 
SAMP(LR) = CALSAP(LR) 
118 CONTINUE 
NLIMIT = J - 1 
C THIS DO LOOP ALLOWS ONE TO PERFORM SEVERAL LEAST 
SQUARE ANALYSES UPON THE 
C SAME DATA YET VARYING THE LINE BOUNDARIES 
c 
DO 301 M = 1, NLIMIT 
c 
C THESE CARDS SET THE INITIAL LINE SLOPES TO ZERO 
c 
AAQ101 = 0.0 
AAC102 = 0.0 
AAT381 = 0.0 
WRITE ( 3 I 2 9 7) 
297 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,41X, 1 LEAST SQUARES LINE BOUNDARIES FOR THE 
ABOVE DATA: I 
2) 
WRITE ( 3 I 8 8 9) 
8 8 9 FORMAT ( ' I I I ' ) 
WRITE ( 3 I 299) (SAPLMT (JJ ,M) I JJ = 1 '11) 
299 FORMAT('0 1 1 27X,11F7.3) 
K = 1 
362 BRANGE = SAMP(K) 
TRANGE = SAMP (K) 
c 
C THIS DO LOOP DETERMINES THE ANALYSIS RANGE 
c 
364 DO 612 I = K, L 
531 IF(SAMP(L) - BRANGE) 533, 496, 535 
535 IF(SAMP(I) - TRANGE) 496, 496, 537 
533 BRANGE = SAMP(I) 
GO TO 496 
537 TRANGE = SAMP(I) 
c 
C THIS DO LOOP CALLS IN THE LEASQ SUBROUTINE WHENEVER 
A LINE BOUNDARY 
C IS ENCOUNTERED 
c 
496 DO 612 LL = 1, 11 
IF(SAMP(I) - SAPLMT(LL,M)) 612, 500, 612 
612 CONTINUE 
526 WRITE(3,1372) 
GO TO 301 












K = I + 1 
IF (K - L) 362, 301 I 301 
301 CONTINUE 
253 
1372 FORMAT('l',49X,'THE SAMPLE LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED') 
GO TO 36 
8 WRITE ( 3,137 4) 





C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INTENSITY RATIOS 
c 
REAL*8 QC(54) ,CQ(54) ,Ql01I(54) ,Cl02I(54) 
QC(L) = Ql01I(L)/Cl02I(L) 





C SUBROUTINE TOP DETERMINES THE MOST INTENSE LINE 
c 
c 
REAL*8 DQ101(54) ,DC102(54),Ql01I(54) ,TQlOl 
IF (DQ101 (L} - 0 .lllllDO} 58, 52, 58 
58 IF(DC102(L} - O.lllllDO) 56, 52, 56 
56 IF(QlOli(L) - TQ101) 52, 52, 54 







CC SUBROUTINE PRINT PRINTS THE APPROPRIATE HEADING AND THE 
c 
INTENSITY DATA 
REAL*8 SAMP(54) ,CALSAP(54) ,Ql01I(54) ,Ql01R(54) ,Cl02I 
(.54) ,Cl02R{54) 
2,QC(54} ,QCR(54} ,CQ(S4} ,CQR(54} ,Q101(54) ,C102 (54) 
CALL HEAD (MHEAD, MHEAD, Ml'EMP, MHOURS, NN) 
IF(NPRINT - 2) 40, 42, 44 
4 0 WRITE ( 3 , 2) 
WRITE ( 3, 5) 
WRITE ( 3, 6) 
WRITE(3,7) 
GO TO 3 
42 WRITE ( 3, 22) 
WRITE ( 3 , 2 4) 
WRITE { 3 ,25) 
WRITE { 3 , 2 6) 
GO TO 3 
4 4 WRITE ( 3, 2 8) 
WRITE ( 3, 30) 
WRITE ( 3, 31) 
WRITE ( 3, 32) 
3 LIMITS = L - 1 
N27 = 27 
DO 106 K = 1, LIMITS 
IF(K.NE.N27) GO TO 9 
CALL HEAD (MHEAD, MHEAD, MTEMP, MHOURS, NN) 
N27 = N27 + 26 
IF(NPRINT - 2) 4, 23, 29 
4 WRITE ( 3 , 2) 
WRITE ( 3, 5) 
WRITE ( 3, 6) 
WRITE (3, 7) 
GO TO 9 
2 3 WRITE ( 3 , 2 2) 
WRITE ( 3, 24) 
WRITE ( 3, 2 5) 
WRITE ( 3, 26) 
GO TO 9 
29 WRITE ( 3, 28) 
255 
WRITE ( 3, 30) 
WRITE ( 3, 31) 
WRITE ( 3, 32) 
9 IF(Q101(K)) 10, 12, 10 
10 IF (C102 (K)) 14, 16 I 14 
12 IF (C102 (K)) 18, 20, 18 
14 WRITE(3,15) SAMP(K) ,CALSAP(K),Q101(K) ,Q101R(K), 
C102(K) ,C102R(K) ,QC 
2(K) ,QCR(K) ,CQ(K),CQR(K) 
GO TO 106 
16 WRITE (3,17) SAMP(K), CALSAP(K), Q101(K), Q101R(K) 
GO TO 106 
18 WRITE(3,19) SAMP(K), CALSAP(K), C102(K), C102R(K) 
GO TO 106 
20 WRITE(3,21) SAMP(K), CALSAP(K) 
10 6 CONTINUE 
2 FORMAT('0',12X,'INTEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
2D AND RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF QUARTZ AND CRISTO 
BALITE I) 
5 FORMAT('O' ,'INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP.',9X,'QUARTZ', 
9X, I CRISTOBAL! 
2TE 1 ,9X, 'QUARTZ' ,9X, 'RELATIVE' ,9X, 'CRISTOBALITE' ,9X, 
I RELATIVE I) 
6 FORMAT (I I' 68X, I------------ I , 23X, I------------ I) 
256 
7 FORMAT (I I I 6X, I (MOLE % LITHIA) I' 9X, I (101) I' 6X, I I/!0 1 , 
4X,'(102)',5 
2X,'I/I0',5X,'CRISTOBALITE' ,8X,'RATI0',13X, 1 QUARTZ 1 ,14X, 






21 FORMAT('O' ,3X,F7.3,7X,F7.3,33X,'NONE OF THESE PHASES 
ARE PRESENT') 
c 
22 FORMAT('O',l3X,'INTEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
257 
2D AND RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF QUARTZ AND TRIDYMITE') 
24 FORMAT (I 0 I , I INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP. I , 9X, I QUARTZ I , 
llX, 1 TRIDYMIT 
2E' ,11x, 'QUARTZ', ax, 'RELATIVE' ,11x, 'TRIDYMITE' ,lox, 
I RELATIVE I ) 
2 5 FORMAT (I I I 70X, I--------- I I 2 6X, '---------') 
26 FORMAT(' I ,6X, I (MOLE % LITHIA) I, 9X, I (101) I ,6X, 1 I/IO', 
5X, I 3 o a1 I 1 5X 
2, 'I/IO I I 7X, I TRIDYMITE I , 9X, I RATIO' , 14X, 'QUARTZ I , 13X, 
I RATIO') 
2a FORMAT('0',10X, 1 INTEGRATED AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
PLUS INTEGRATE 
2D AND RELATIVE INTENSITY RATIOS OF CRISTOBALITE AND 
TRIDYMITE 1 ) 
30 FORMAT('0 1 ,'INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP.' ,6X,'CRISTOBALITE 1 , 
ax, 1 TRID 
2YMITE I , 7X, I CRISTOBALITE I , 6X, I RELATIVE I , llX, I TRIDYMITE I , 
lOX, I RELATI 
3VE I) 
31 FORMAT (I I I 6ax, '------------·, 23X, I------------') 
32 FORMAT (I I ,6X, I (MOLE % LITHIA) ', 9X, I ( 102) I, 6X, 'I/IO I, 
5X, 1 3.al 1 ,5X 
2, 1 I/I0 1 ,7X,'TRIDYMITE 1 ,9X,'RATI0 1 ,10X,'CRISTOBALITE 1 , 




C SUBROUTINE HEAD DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT A NEW PAGE 
IS TO BE BEGUN 
c 
9 IF(N - 1) 101, 101, 103 
101 IF(NQ100 - 1) 105, 105, 103 
c 
103 NN = 0 
30 FORMAT('1' ,45X,'FIRED AT' ,15,' DEGREES CELSIUS FOR 





WRITE (3 ,30) MTEMP, MHOURS 
RETURN 
NN = NN + 3 
IF (NN. GT .15) GO TO 103 
WRITE ( 3, 11) 







C SUBROUTINE LEASQ PERFORMS ALL STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS 
c 
DIMENSION (CALCY(54),DELY(54) 
REAL*8 X(54) ,Y(54) ,SX,SX2,SY,SY2,SXY,XVAR,XSD,YSD, 
YVAR,SQDEV,SLOPE 





N = 0 
DO 100 I = K, L 
N = N + 1 
Y(N) = PEAK(!) 
X(N) = SAMP(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
IF (N - 1) 9, 9, 117 
117 SX = O.ODO 
SX2 = O.ODO 
SY = O.ODO 
SY2 = O.ODO 
c 
SXY = O.ODO 
SXXBAR = 0. ODO 
SXXBR2 = 0. ODO 
SYYBAR = 0. ODO 
SYYBR2 = 0. ODO 
SXYBR2 = 0. ODO 
YMIN = Y(l) 
YMAX = Y(l) 
XMIN = X(l) 
XMAX = X(l) 
C THIS DO LOOP SUMS THE VARIABLES AND DETERMINES THE 
MAXIMIM AND 















DO 529 IA = 1, N 
SX = SX + X(IA) 
SX2 = SX2 + X(IA)*X(IA) 
SY = SY + Y(IA) 
SY2 = SY2 + Y(IA)*Y(IA) 
SXY = SXY + X(IA)*Y(IA) 
IF (Y (IA) - YMIN) 556, 728, 
IF (Y (IA) - YMAX) 728, 728, 
YMIN = Y (IA) 
GO TO 728 
YMAX = Y (IA) 
IF (X(IA) - XMIN) 732, 529, 
IF (X(IA) - XMAX) 529, 529, 
XMIN = X(IA) 
GO TO 529 






THIS SECTION PRINTS THE PROPER HEADING 
CALL HEAD(N,NQlOO,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
259 
GO TO (696,698,700) 1 NPRINT 
696 WRITE(3,1258) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
1258 FORMAT('0',7X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS BETWEEN', 
F7.3,' AND',F7.3, 
2 ' .M/0 LITHIA OF THE QUARTZ PHASE PERCENT AGE, BASED 
UPON THE Q101 P 
3EAK') 
698 WRITE(3,1260) RGMIN, RGMAX 
GO TO 108 
260 
1260 FORMAT('0',4X,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS BETWEEN',F7.3, 
• AND. I F7. 3 I 
2' M/0 LITHIA OF THE CRISTOBALITE PHASE PERCENTAGE, 
BASED UPON THE 
3C102 PEAK') 
700 WRITE(3,1262) RGMIN, RGMAX 
1262 FORMAT('O' ,SX,'A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS BETWEEN', 
F7.3,' AND' ,F7.3, 
c 
2' M/0 LITHIA OF THE TRIDYMITE PHASE PERCENTAGE, BASED 
UPON THE T38 
31 PEAK') 
108 IF(YMAX.EQ.O.O) GO TO ~04 
IF(ASLOPE.NE.O.O) GO TO 669 
AYXO = 0.0 
669 IF (N - 1) 670, 672, 674 
670 WRITE(3,888) 
WRITE(3,868) RGMIN, RGMAX 
RETURN 
672 WRITE ( 3, 888) 
WRITE(3,874) RGMIN, RGMAX 
RETURN 
674 D = N 
XBAR = SX/D 
YBAR = SY/D 
C THIS DO LOOP SUMS THOSE VARIABLES DEPENDENT UPON THE 
MEAN 
c 
DO 102 J = 1, N 
SXXBAR = SXXBAR + (X(J) - XBAR) 
SXXBR2 = SXXBR2 + (X(J) - XBAR)*(X(J) - XBAR) 
SYYBAR = SYYBAR + (Y (J) - YBAR) 
SYYBR2 = SYYBR2 + {Y {J) - YBAR)*(Y(J) - YBAR) 
102 CONTINUE 
IF{SXXBR2.LT.0.1D-8) GO TO 871 
IF{SYYBR2.LT.0.1D-8) GO TO 869 
610 SLOPE= (D*SXY- SX*SY)/(D*SXXBR2) 
YXO = (SY*SX2 - SXY*SX)/(D*SXXBR2) 
ZERO = -YXO/SLOPE 
IF(SLOPE.EQ.ASLOPE) GO TO 680 
680 
XTERCP = (YXO - AYXO)/(ASLOPE - SLOPE) 
YTERCP = (-SLOPE*AYXO + ASLOPE*YXO)/(ASLOPE 
X RANGE = XMAX - XMIN 
YRANGE = YMAX - YMIN 
HFYRGE = YRANGE/2.0 
YMNDWN = SLOPE*XMIN + YXO 
YMXDWN = SLOPE*XMAX + YXO 
XVAR = SXXBR2/(D - 1.0DO) 
XSD = DSQRT(XVAR) 
YVAR = SYYBR2/{D - 1.0DO) 
YSD = DSQRT{YVAR) 
COECOR = DABS(SLOPE)*DSQRT{SXXBR2/SYYBR2) 
DO 110 JB = 1, N 
- SLOPE) 




XBARVR = XVAR/D 
XBARSD = DSQRT {XBARVR) 
YBARVR = YVAR/D 
YBARSD = DSQRT (YBARVR) 
NDF1 = N - 1 
261 
31 IF(NDF1 - 30) 40, 40, 32 
32 IF (NDF1 - 35) 34' 34' 36 
34 NDF1 = 30 
GO TO 40 
36 IF(NDF1 - 50) 38, 38' 42 
38 NDF1 = 31 
GO TO 40 
42 NDF1 = 32 
40 XBAR95 = T(NDF1)*XBARSD 
YBAR95 = T(NDF1)*YBARSD 
Y95 = T(NDF1)*YSD 
X95 = T(NDF1)*XSD 
c 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE DATA 
c 
c 
WRITE(3,876) SY, SX 
WRITE(3,878) SY2, SX2 




WRITE ( 3,88 6) N 
WRITE(3,904) YRANGE, XRANGE 
WRITE(3,906) YMAX, XMAX 
WRITE(3,908) YMIN, XMIN 
WRITE(3,910) YBAR, XBAR 
WRITE(3,911) YBARVR, XBARVR 
WRITE(3,913) YBARSD, XBARSD 
WRITE(3,912) YVAR, XVAR 
WRITE(3,914) YSD, XSD 
IF(N - 2) 916, 916, 918 
916 WRITE ( 3 , 9 2 0) 
WRITE (3,921) 
GO TO 986 




918 RESVAR = SXYBR2/(D-- 2.0DO) 
ERRMEA = DSQRT (RESVAR) 
TSTAT = DABS(SLOPE)/DSQRT(RESVAR/SXXBR2) 
SLPLMT = DSQRT(RESVAR/SXXBR2) 
YXOLMT = DSQRT((RESVAR*SX2)/(D*SXXBR2)) 
FRATIO = YVAR/RESVAR 
NDF2 = N - 2 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE T-TEST VALUE TO BE USED 
c 
c 
11 IF(NDF2 - 30) 10, 10, 12 
12 IF(NDF2 - 35) 14, 14, 16 
14 NDF2 = 30 
GO TO 10 
16 IF(NDF2 - 50) 20, 20, 22 
20 NDF2 = 31 
GO TO 10 
22 NDF2 = 32 
10 SLP95 = T(NDF2)*SLPLMT 
YX095 = T(NDF2)*YXOLMT 
C PRINTING IS CONTINUED 
c 
932 WRITE ( 3, 936) 
WRITE (3,947) 
WRITE ( 3, 966) 
WRITE ( 3, 968} 
WRITE ( 3, 9 7 0) 
WRITE ( 3 ,937) 
WRITE ( 3, 967) 
WRITE ( 3, 9 7 0 ) 
GO TO 987 
986 WRITE ( 3, 8 88) 
WRITE ( 3, 938) 









987 WRITE(3,941) HFYRGE 
IF(ZERO.GT.100.0) GO TO 988 
IF(ZERO.LT.-99.999) GO TO 988 
WRITE(3,943) ZERO 
GO TO 990 
9 8 8 WRITE ( 3 , 9 81) 
990 IF (N - 2) 300, 300, 301 
300 WRITE ( 3, 980) 
GO TO 303 
301 WRITE(3,214) TSTAT, T(NDF2) 
IF(TSTAT- T(NDF2)) 115, 120, 120 
115 WRITE (3 ,215) 
264 
214 FORMAT (I 0 I, sox, 'T STATISTIC: I ,F7. 3, sx, 'T (N - 2): I, F7. 3) 
215 FORMAT('O',SX,'THERE IS NOT A LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN M/0 LITH 
2IA AND THE INTENSITY VALUES AT THE 0.05 LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANCE' ) 
GO TO 303 
12 0 WRITE ( 3 , 2 2 0) 
220 FORMAT('0',10X,'THERE IS A LINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
M/0 LITHIA 
2AND THE INTENSITY VALUES AT THE 0.05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE') 
303 WRITE ( 3, 942) 
WRITE(3,944) XMIN, YMNDWN 
WRITE ( 3, 945) 
WRITE(3,946) XMAX, YMXDWN 
IF(ASLOPE.NE.O.O) GO TO 948 
GO TO 950 
948 IF(ASLOPE.EQ.SLOPE) GO TO 949 
IF(XTERCP.GT.99.9999) GO TO 949 
IF(XTERCP.LT.-9.9999) GO TO 949 
WRITE(3,954) RXMIN, RXMAX,~ERCP,YTERCP 
GO TO 950 
949 WRITE {3, 888) 
WRITE(3,953) RXMIN, RXMAX 
950 CALL HEAD(N,NQ100,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 57) 









WRITE ( 3, 969) 
WRITE ( 3, 974) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 7 5) 
WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 8 ) 
WRITE(3,976) FRATIO 
WRITE(3,977) NDF1 
WRITE ( 3 ,888) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 7 8) 
WRITE(3,979) NDF1, NDF1 
IF(N.LE.9) GO TO 600 
951 CALL HEAD(N,NQ100,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
GO TO 602 
6 0 0 WRITE ( 3 , 9 6 9) 
602 WRITE ( 3, 955) 
WRITE ( 3 , 9 5 6) 
RXMIN = RGMIN 
RXMAX = RGMAX 
ASLOPE = SLOPE 
AYXO = YXO 
N27 = 27 
DO 958 JA = 1, N 
CALCY(JA) = SLOPE*X(JA) + YXO 
DELY(JA) = Y(JA) - CALCY(JA) 




IF(JA.NE.N27) GO TO 958 
CALL HEAD(N,NQ100,MTEMP,MHOURS,NN) 
N27 = N27 + 26 
WRITE ( 3, 955) 
WRITE ( 3, 956) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 8) 
WRITE ( 3, 612) YBAR 
RETURN 
6 0 4 WRITE ( 3 , 8 8 8) 
WRITE ( 3, 606) 
RETURN 
871 WRITE ( 3, 888) 
WRITE(3,982) XBAR 
266 
606 FORMAT('0',48X,'ALL SAMPLES HAVE AN INTENSITY OF ZERO') 
612 FORMAT('0',39X,'ANALYSIS YIELDS A HORIZONTAL LINE: 
A=O.O,B=', 
2F7.2) 
868 FORMAT('O',SX,'NO PEAKS WERE PRESENT BETWEEN SAMPLE', 
F7. 3' I M/0 LI 
2THIA AND SAMPLE',F7.3,' M/0 LITHIA, THEREFORE NO 
ANALYSIS WAS POSS 
3IBLE I) 
874 FORMAT('O', 3X,'ONLY ONE PEAK WAS PRESENT BETWEEN 
SAMPLE' ,F7.3,' M 
2/0 LITHIA AND SAMPLE',F7.3,' M/0 LITHIA, THEREFORE NO 
ANALYSIS WAS 
3 POSSIBLE') 
876 FORMAT('O' ,31X, 'SUM OF THE INTENSITIES:' ,F12.4,26X, 
'SUM OF THE SAM 
2PLES: I' F9. 3) 
878 FORMAT (I 0 I' 23X, I SUM OF THE SQUARED INTENSITIES: I, F12. 4, 
18X, 'SUM OF 
2 THE SQUARED SAMPLES: I 'F9. 3) 
267 
880 FORMAT('0',7X,'SUM OF EACH INTENSITY MINUS THE INTENSITY 
MEAN: I ,F1 
24.6,' SUM OF EACH SAMPLE MINUS THE SAMPLE MEAN: ',F16.10) 
884 FORMAT('O' ,37X,'SUM OF EACH SAMPLE MULTIPLIED BY ITS 
INTENSITY: 1 ,F 
211.4) 
885 FORMAT('0',28X,'SUM OF THE SQUARES OF EACH SAMPLE MINUS 
THE SAMPLE 
2 MEAN : I I F 18 • 11) 
886 FORMAT('O' ,57X,'NUMBER OF SAMPLES ANALYZED:',3X,13) 
887 FORMAT('0',22X,'SUM OF THE SQUARES OF EACH INTENSITY 
MINUS THE INT 
2ENSITY MEAN:',F18.11) 
888 FORMAT (I I, I I) 
904 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,38X,'INTENSITY RANGE: I ,F9.4,35X, 1 SAMPLE 
RANGE: I ,F9. 3) 
906 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,39X, 1 INTENSITY HIGH:',F9.4,36X, 1 SAMPLE HIGH: 
I , F9. 3) 
908 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,40X, 1 INTENSITY LOW: 1 ,F9.4,37X, 1 SAMPLE LOW: 
1 ,F9.3) 
910 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,39X, 1 INTENSITY MEAN:' ,F9.4,36X, 1 SAMPLE MEAN: 
I , F9. 3) 
911 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,30X, 1 INTENSITY MEAN VARIANCE: 1 ,2X,F18.15, 
16X, I SAMPLE ME 
2AN VARIANCE: 1 ,F12.6) 
912 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,35X, 1 INTENSITY VARIANCE: 1 ,F9.4,32X, 1 SAMPLE 
VARIANCE : I , 2 
2X,F8.4) 
913 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,20X, 1 INTENSITY MEAN STANDARD DEVISTION: 1 , 
2X,F9. 6,1SX, 1 S 
2AMPLE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION: 1 ,F10.4) 
914 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,25X, 1 INTENSITY STANDARD DEVIATION: 1 ,F9.4, 
22X, I SAMPLE ST 
2ANDARD DEVIATION: 1 ,2X,F8.4) 
920 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,1SX, 'ONLY TWO PEAKS WERE PRESENT, THEREFORE, 
THE MEAN S 
2QUARE DEVIATION, THE STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT, ') 
921 FORMAT(' ',15X,'THE RESIDUAL VARIANCE, AND THE LIMITS 
OF THE SLOPE 
2 AND INTERCEPT COULD NOT BE CALCULATED') 
936 FORMAT( '0' ,47X, 'STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT:' ,F9.4) 
937 FORMAT(' ',15X,'FOR THE EQUATION INTENSITY= A*(M/0 
LITHIA) + B: 1 
2) 
938 FORMAT (I 0 I I 66X, 'VALUE OF A: I ,F11. 4) 
940 FORMAT( I I ,66X, 'VALUE OF B: I ,F11.4) 
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941 FORMAT('O' ,48X,'ONE-HALF THE INTENSITY RANGE:',2X,F9.4) 
942 FORMAT('0',85X,'SAMPLE INTENSITY') 
943 FORMAT ( '0' ,41X 1 'THE INTENSITY OF THIS LINE BECOMES 
ZERO AT I ,F7. 3 I I 
2 MOLE PERCENT LITHIA') 
944 FORMAT('0',85X 1F6.3,4X,F8.4) 
945 FORMAT(' ',30X,'THE COMPUTED LINE MAY BE DRAWN THROUGH 
THE POINTS 
20F: I) 
946 FORMAT( I I ,85X,F6.3,4X,F8.4) 
947 FORMAT('O' ,50X 1 1 COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION:' 1 F11.6) 
953 FORMAT('0',26X 1 1 THIS LINE AND THE LINE FROM' 1 F7.3 1 ' 
TO I , F7. 3, I M/0 
2 LITHIA ARE PRACTICALLY PARALLEL') 
954 FORMAT('0',14X,'THIS LINE AND THE LINE FROM' ,F7.3,' TO', 
F7.3,' M/0 
2 LITHIA INTERSECT AT: ',1X 1 F7.3 1 4X,F8.4) 
955 FORMAT('0',22X,'THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACTUAL INTEN 
SITY AND TH 
2E CALCULATED INTENSITY FOR EACH SAMPLE') 
9'56 FORMAT (I 0 I I 36X, I SAMPLE I I 5X, I INTENSITY I' 5XI I CALCULATED 
INTENSITY 1 , 5 
2X, I DIFFERENCE I) 
957 FORMAT('0' 1 55X,'95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS') 
9S9 FORMAT('O',S3X,'ON THE INTENSITIES:',F12.S) 
960 FORMAT{'0',3SX,F7.3,SX,F8.4,12X,F8.4,11X,F9.4) 
961 FORMAT {I 0 I, S7X, 'ON THE SAMPLES: I, F12. S) 
962 FORMAT {I 0 I , sox, 'ON THE INTENSITY MEAN: I ,F12. S) 
963 FORMAT{'O',S3X,'ON THE SAMPLE MEAN: ',F12.S) 
964 FORMAT (I 0 I, S9X, 'ON THE SLOPE: I ,F12. S) 
96S FORMAT{ 'O' ,S3X, 'ON THEY INTERCEPT:' ,F12.S) 
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966 FORMAT (I 0 I, 36X, I MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION--RESIDUAL VARIANCE: 
I ,F18.13) 
967 FORMAT( I I ,66X, 'VALUE OF B: I ,F11.4, I + I ,F10.4) 
968 FORMAT{'0',66X,'VALUE OF A:' ,F11.4,' + ',F10.4) 
969 FORMAT {I I,//) 
970 FORMAT { I+ I, 8 9X, I I) 
974 FORMAT {I 0 I, 63X, 'F TEST I) 
97S FORMAT{ 'O' ,11X, 'TO TEST THE .HYPOTHESIS: INTENSITY 
VARIANCE = RESI 
2DUAL VARIANCE AT THE 10 PER CENT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE') 
976 FORMAT( '0 1 ,SSX, 'F RATIO: 1 ,F7.3) 
977 FORMAT('O' ,47X,'DEGREES OF FREEDOM:' ,13) 
978 FORMAT{ '0' ,4SX, 'REJECT IF F GREATER THAN: OR LESS THAN:') 
979 FORMAT ( '0 1 , 30X, 'THESE VALUES ARE THE 9S PERCENT AND THE 
5 PER CENT 
2 VALUES OF F( I ,13, I, I ,13, ') ') 
980 FORMAT('0',2SX,'THE T TEST AND THE F TEST COULD NOT 
BE DONE BECAUS 
2E THERE ARE ONLY TWO PEAKS PRESENT' ) 
981 FORMAT('O' ,SSX,'THIS LINE IS ESSENTIALLY HORIZONTAL') 
982 FORMAT('0',22X,'ANALYSIS YIELDS A VERTICAL LINE, THE 
COMPOSITIONAL 
2 AVERAGE IS',F7.3,' MOLE PERCENT LITHIA') 
873 RETURN 
END 
FINAL COMPOSITION CALCULATION 
Data of the standards are read into the comput~r 
then the atomic absorption data of each sample is read 
in. The computer calculates where a sample falls within 
the standard range and then lines of the equations 
x 2 + y 2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 
Ax2 + Bx + c = 0 
are fitted to the standards. A final parts-per-million 
value is calculated from each line with the final value 
being averaged from the two. The calculated value was 
compared to that of a hand drawn curve. The two curves 
differed by only 0.01 part-per-million. The final 
composition, the amount of lithia lost or gained, and the 
percentage change is calculated. The data is printed 





REAL* 8 X ( 7) , y ( 7) , s ( 7) IT ( 7) I u ( 7) , v ( 7) , w ( 7) ' z ( 7) 'SMA' 








(54) , RMOL (54) 




SAMP = 0.0 
C THIS SECTION READS IN THE DATA AND PRINTS THE HEADING 
c 
75 READ(1,77) MTEMP, MHOURS 
77 FORMAT (2I4} 
IF (MTEMP.EQ. 8880.) GO TO 73 
IF(MTEMP.EQ.9990l GO TO 40 
93 L = 0 
N29 = 29 
705 WRITE(3,715} MTEMP, MHOURS 
715 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 , 4 5X, I FIRED AT I I 15, I DEGREES CELSIUS FOR 
I , 13 I I HOURS I ) 
30 WRITE ( 3, 15) 
15 FORMAT (I 0 I '2X, I SAMPLE M/0 LITHIA M/0 SILICA W/0 
LITHIA W/0 SIL 
2ICA WT SAMP WT LITHIA WT SILICA ML HN03 ML H20 TOTAL 
ML V/0 
3 HN03 PPM') 
59 READ ( 1 , 57) X ( 1) 1 X ( 2 ) , X ( 3) 1 X ( 4 ) , X ( 5) , X ( 6) , X ( 7) 
57 FORMAT ( 7F7. 3) 
c 
IF{SAMP.EQ.66.60) GO TO 70 
31 READ ( 1 , 10) y { 1) , y { 2} , y ( 3} , y ( 4} , y ( 5} I y ( 6} , y ( 7) 
TYWO = Y (2) 
YSIX = Y{6) 
10 FORMAT(7F3.1) 
70 READ(1,20) SAMP,EWTSP,WTSP,EWTHNO,WTHN03,EWTH20, 
WTH20,HITE 
20 FORMAT{F4.2,2F7.5,4F6.4,F3.1) 
IF(SAMP.EQ.66.60} GO TO 59 
IF(SAMP.EQ.77.70) GO TO 31 
IF(SAMP.EQ.88.80) GO TO 73 
IF{SAMP.EQ.99.90) GO TO 40 
69 L = L + 1 
IF(L.NE.N29) GO TO 111 
WRITE { 3, 715) MTEMP, MHOURS 
N29 = N29 + 28 
WRITE ( 3, 15) 
111 I = 0 
IF(HITE-Y{1)) 100, 102, 112 
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C THIS DO LOOP DETERMINES WHERE AMONG THE STANDARDS 
THE SAMPLE LIES 
c 
112 DO 130 MM = 3,7 
I = I + 1 
IF(HITE - y (MM) ) 80, 80, 130 
130 CONTINUE 
GO TO 132 
100 WRITE(3,60) SAMP 
60 FORMAT('0',1X,F7.3,45X,'THE PEAK HEIGHT WAS LESS THAN 
ZERO I) 
GO TO 70 
102 WRITE(3,62) SAMP 
62 FORMAT('0',1X,F7.3,45X,'THE PEAK HEIGHT WAS EQUAL TO ZERO') 
GO TO 80 
c 
132 WRITE(3 1 64) SAMP 
64 FORMAT('0' 1 3X 1 F5.2 1 33X 1 1 SAMPLE CONCENTRATION WAS 
GREATER THAN THE 
2HIGHEST STANDARD'} 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES CONSTANTS TO BE USED IN 
CALCULATING THE 
C FINAL COMPOSITION 
C 80 CALL DATA(M 1 Y1 S 1 T 1 U1 V1 W1 Z1 I} 
c 
CALL MATSLV(SITIU,V,WIZ,I,YTWOIYSIX,HITEISMA,SMAA 1 
SMB I SMBB I M} 
CALL SET(S 1 Z 1 X,I,M} 
CALL MATSV(S,T,U,V 1 W,Z,I 1 YTWO,YSIX,HITE 1 ASMA,ASMAA 1 
ASMB,ASMBB,M) 
CALL CONST(A,ASMA,SMA,AB,ASMB,SMB 1 AC,ASMAA 1 SMAA 1 AD, 
ASMBB 1 SMBB,HITE 
2 I YTWO I YSIX) 
CALL DATA(M,Y 1 S,T,U,V,W,Z,I) 
- -
CALL SET(T,V 1 X1 I,M) 
CALL MATSLV(S,T 1 U1 V1 W1 Z,I 1 YTWO,YSIX,HITE,BSMA,BS.MAA, 
BSMB,BSMBB,M) 
CALL CONST(B,BSMA,SMA 1 BB,BSMB,SMB,BC,BSMAA,SMAA,BD 1 






CALL CONST(C,CSMA,SMA,CB,CSMB,SMB,CC,CSMAA,SMAA,CD 1 
CDMBB,SMBB,HITE 
2,YTWO,YSIX) 
C THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE DESIRED INFORMATION 
c 
PPMA =A + B*DSQRT(HITE) + C*HITE 
PP~ = AB + BB*HITE + CB*HITE**2 
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c 
IF(HITE.LE.YTWO) GO TO 82 
IF(HITE.GE.YSIX) GO TO 82 
PPMAC = AC + BC*DSQRT(HITE) + CC*HITE 
PPMAD = AD + BD*HITE + CD*HITE**2 
81 PPM= (PPMA + PPMAB + PPMAC + PPMAD)/4.000 
GO TO 83 
82 PPM = (PPMA + PPMAB)/2.000 
83 H20ML = (WTH20 - EWTH20)/DENSIT 
HN03ML = (WTHN03 - EWTHN0}/1.41900 
TOTML = HN03ML + H20ML 
WTLI2 = PPM*TOTML/1.006 
WTLI20 = WTLI2*2.15861DO 
WTPER = (WTLI20/(WTSP-EWTSP)}*1.0D2 
WTSAMP = WTSP - EWTSP 
WTSI02 = WTSAMP - WTLI20 
WPSI02 = 1.002 - WTPER 
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PERMOL = ((WTLI20/2.98774D1)/(WTLI20/2.98774D1+WTSI02/ 
6.0084801))* 
21.002 
SI02MP = 1.002 - PERMOL 




17 FORMAT('0',3X,FS.2,4X,F7.3,3(5X,F7.3},2(4X,F6.4) ,SX, 
F6.4,2X,2(2X,F 
26.3) ,3X,F6.3,3X,F7.'4,2X,FS.3} 
RSAMP (L} = SAMP 
RMOL (L) = PERMOL 
GO TO 70 
C THE FOLLOWING PRINTS THE SAMPLES IN DESCENDING ORDER 
c 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE HEADING 
c 
-'13 WRITE(3. 715) JllrEMP. MHOURS 
NCOUNT = 0 
WRITE ( 3, 716) 
WRITE ( 3 , 7 2 0) 
WRITE ( 3, 722) 
716 FORMAT('0',56X,'FINAL COMPOSITIONS') 
720 FORMAT('O' ,37X,'INITIAL COMP. FINAL COMP. QUANTITY 
VAPORIZEDPE 
2RCENTAGE I ) 
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722 FORMAT(' ',43X, '(MOLE% LITHIA) ',13X,'(GRAM) ',10X,'CHANGE') 
LIMIT = L - 1 
N28 = 28 
EO 220 M = 1, LIMIT 
N = M + 1 
DO 222 K = N, L 
IF(RMOL(M).LE.RMOL(K)) GO TO 222 
ASTORE = RMOL (M) 
BSTORE = RSAMP(M) 
RMOL(M) = RMOL(K) 
RSAMP (M) = RSAMP (K) 
RMOL(K) = ASTORE 
RSAMP(K) = BSTORE 
222 CONTINUE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
IF{NCOUNT.NE.N28) GO TO 221 
WRITE(3,715) MTEMP, MHOURS 
N28 = N28 + 28 
WRITE ( 3, 716) 
WRITE ( 3 , 7 2 0 ) 
WRITE ( 3 , 7 2 2) 
221 DIFF(M) = RSAMP(M) - RMOL(M) 
2-43 IF(RSAMP(M).EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 219 
231 PERCET (M) = (DABS(DIFF(M))/RSAMP(M))*1.0D2 
251 WRITE ( 3, 224) RSAMP(M), RMOL(M) I DIFF(M), PERCET (M) 
GO TO 220 
219 IF {RMOL(M) - RSAMP (M)) 257,257,255 
255 WRITE ( 3,270) RSAMP (M), RMOL ( M) , DIFF ( M) 
c 
GO TO 220 
257 WRITE(3,224) RSAMP(M), RMOL(M), DIFF(M) 
220 CONTINUE 
224 FORMAT('0',40X,F6.3, 9X,F6.3, 9X,F7.3,10X,F7.3) 
270 FORMAT('0',40X,F6.3, 9X,F6.3,9X,F7.3) 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
IF(NCOUNT.NE.N28) GO TO 246 
WRITE(3,715) MTEMP, MHOURS 
WRITE ( 3, 716) 
WRITE (3, 720) 
WRITE ( 3, 722) 
246 DIFF(1) = RSAMP(1) - RMOL(L) 
247 IF(RSAMP(L).EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 74 
233 PERCET(L) = (DABS(DIFF(L))/RSAMP(L))*1.0D2 
261 WRITE(3,224) RSAMP(L), RMOL(L), DIFF(L), PERCET(L) 
GO TO 75 
74 IF(RMOL(L) - RSAMP(L)) 265, 265, 263 
263 WRITE(3,270) RSAMP(L), RMOL(L), DIFF(L) 
GO TO 75 
265 WRITE(3,224) RSAMP(L), RMOL(L), DIFF(L) 
GO TO 75 
40 WRITE ( 3, 41) 





C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS CONSTMlTS TO BE USED IN SUBROUTINE 
c 
MATS LV 
REAL*8 X(7) ,Y(7) ,S(7) ,T(7) ,U(7) ,V(7) ,W(7) ,Z(7) ,DSQRT 
M = I + 3 
IF(M.EQ.8) GO TO 97 





M = 7 
DO 99 K = I, M 
S (K) = 1.0DO 
T (K) = DSQRT (Y (K)) 
U(K) = Y(K) 
V(K) = y (K) 
W (K) = Y(K)**2 





SMAA I SMB I SMBB , M 
2) 




REAL* 8 S ( 7) , T ( 7) , U ( 7) , V ( 7) , W ( 7) , Z ( 7) , SMA, S SMA , YTWO , 
HITE 1 SMB,SSMB,S 
2SMAA,SMAA,SSMBB,SMBB 1 YSIX 
SMA = O.ODO 
SMB = O.ODO 
SMAA = O.ODO 
SMBB = O.ODO 
N = I + 2 
NM = I + 1 
DO 110 J = I, N 
K = J + 1 
IF(K.GT.N) GO TO 101 
L = K + 1 
IF(L.GT.N) GO TO 103 
GO TO 104 
K = I 
GO TO 102 
103 L = r· 
.104 SSMA = S(J)*T(K)*U(L) - S(K)*T(J)*U{L) 
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c 
SMA = SMA + SSMA 
SSMB = Z(J)*V(K)*W(L} - Z(K}*V(J}*W(L} 
SMB = SMB + SSMB 
110 CONTINUE 
IF(HITE.LE.YTWO) GO TO 109 
IF(HITE.GE.YSIX} GO TO 109 
DO 112 JJ = MM, M 
KK = JJ + 1 
IF(KK.GT.M} GO TO 105 
106.LL = KK + 1 
IF(LL.GT.M) GO TO 107 
GO TO 108 
105 KK = MM 
GO TO 106 
107 LL = MM 
108 SSMAA = S(JJ)*T(KK)*U(LL) - S(KK}*T(JJ}*U(LL) 
SMAA = SMAA + SSMAA 
SSMBB = Z(JJ)*V(KK}*W(LL} - Z(KK}*V(JJ}*W(LL} 




SUBROUTINE SET ( s' z 'X' I I M) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS THE CONSTANTS TO THEIR ORIGINAL 
VALUES 
c 
REAL* 8 S ( 7) , Z ( 7) , X ( 7 ) 
DO 115 K = I, M 
S(K) = X(K) 









C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CONSTANTS TO BE USED IN 
THE FINAL CALCULATIONS 
cc 
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REAL* 8 A ,ASMA, SMA,AB, ASMB, SMB, AC ,ASMAA, SMAA, AD, ASMBB, 
SMBB,HITE,YTW 
20,YSIX 
A = ASMA/SMA 
AB = ASMB/SMB 
IF{HITE.LE.YTWO) GO TO 116 
IF{HITE.GE.YSIX) GO TO 116 
AC = ASMAA/SMAA 
AD = ASMBB/SMBB 
116 RETURN 
END 
/DATA 
